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1.0 Introduction 
 
Introduction 
In April of 2003 the Bulkley TSA Aquatic Resources Committee (BARC) was 

established to address the sustainability of the water and aquatic resources within the 

Bulkley TSA, particularly as this sustainability relates to forest management.   

 

As part of their mandate, BARC undertook an informal needs analysis with respect to 

water resources within the TSA and their relationship to forest management activities, 

past and future.  The results of this analysis indicated a need to identify which of the 68 

identified watersheds within the Bulkley TSA was a high priority for monitoring and to 

identify the sustainable forest management indicators for each individual watershed on 

which the monitoring should focus. 

 

Purpose  
The purpose of this project was to develop watershed specific sustainable forest 

management indicators and associated monitoring protocols for the 68 identified 

watersheds within the Bulkley TSA.  The project was driven by the analyses of these 

identified watersheds and has three primary objectives. 

 

1. To establish a priority ranking of the watersheds within the Bulkley TSA relative to 
specific monitoring requirements.  

2. To identify the specific indicators for each watershed on which monitoring energies 
will be focused.  

3. To develop a first approximation of the monitoring protocols (required to evaluate 
specific watershed indicators). 

 

The establishment of watershed rankings and the identification of specific indicators was 

facilitated through answering a comprehensive set of questions developed by the Bulkley 

TSA Aquatic Resources Committee. 
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2.0 Methodology 
 
To ensure that the project budget focused where most needed, a preliminary watershed 

ranking was undertaken by Silvicon Services Inc. staff and was then reviewed by 

members of the Bulkley TSA Aquatic Resources Committee.  This was completed by 

combining the existing Bulkley watershed aquatic resource sensitivity ranking with a 

human impact ranking based on the level of past and proposed harvesting; producing a 

simple ranking of all watersheds within the Bulkley TSA relative to past and proposed 

forest development and their aquatic sensitivity.  Watersheds with combined significant 

past and proposed forest development and high sensitivity rating were ranked highest and 

were the first in the order of watershed analyses. 

 

In order of the preliminary ranking, individual watersheds were analyzed by answering 

the key questions developed by BARC (refer to Appendix 1).  The “Key Questions” were 

designed to provide an overview of a specific watershed and thus aided in the selection of 

variables to measure.  Watershed Assessments, where they were available for watersheds 

in question, were referenced to aid in answering many of the questions.  

 

To test the process, one of the identified watersheds (Goathorn Creek) was analyzed 

using the “Key Question” format.  The results of this test proved the viability of the 

process and served to provide a basis for project budgeting. 

 

Forty four of the watersheds within the Bulkley TSA were analyzed, twenty nine under 

an initial project budget, and fifteen under this project budget. An interim report was 

produced in March of 2004, which this report supersedes. 

 

Information gathered in the question/answer process showed the need for re-ranking of 

some watersheds due to changes in the human impact and aquatic resource sensitivity 

levels.  Coupled with this ranking is a description of the indicator(s) on which monitoring 

will be based as well as associated monitoring protocols required to evaluate the 
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indicators.  Using the information generated in the watershed analyses a BARC 

subcommittee developed a monitoring priority ranking.  This ranking was based largely 

on the sensitivity of individual watersheds to forest development.  In very general terms, 

those watersheds with significant historic and/or proposed development activity have a 

higher priority for monitoring than those watersheds with little historical and proposed 

development.  Similarly, those watersheds that exhibit high sensitivity or susceptibility to 

forest development have higher monitoring priorities than those watersheds that are more 

robust. 

 

3.0 OUTCOMES 
 
3.1 PRELIMINARY WATERSHED RANKING 
 

Landscape 
unit Watershed 

Preliminary 
human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

Overall 
preliminary 

ranking 

Telkwa Jonas High Mod. 2 
Torkelson Heal High Mod. 2 
Chapman McKendrick Mod. High 3 
Copper Hankin Mod. High 3 
Copper Sandstone Mod. High 3 
Babine French Mod. Low 5 
Babine  Babine Low High 5 
Babine Nilkitkwa Lake Low High 5 
Blunt Blunt Low High 5 
Telkwa Goathorn Low High 5 
Copper Copper Low High 5 
Babine Boucher Low High 5 
Telkwa Telkwa Low High 5 
Reiseter Reiseter Low High 5 
Torkleson West Babine Low High 5 
Harold Price L. Harold Price Low High 5 
Babine Nichyeskwa Low High 5 
Bulkley Bulkley Low High 5 
Copper Serb Low High 5 
Copper Silvern Low High 5 
Corya John Brown Low High 5 
Corya Boulder Low High 5 
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Landscape 
unit Watershed 

Preliminary 
human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

Overall 
preliminary 

ranking 

Corya Corya Low High 5 
Deep  Deep Creek Low High 5 
Deep  Robin Low High 5 
Deep  Thompson Low High 5 
Kitesguecla Kitseguecla Low High 5 
Nilkitkwa West Nilkitkwa Low High 5 
Reiseter Casqua Low High 5 
Telkwa Elliot Low High 5 
Telkwa Howson Low High 5 
Telkwa Upper Telkwa Low High 5 
Trout Toboggan Low High 5 
Chapman Fulton Low High 5 
Reiseter Canyon Low High 5 
Nilkitkwa Upper Nilkitkwa Low High 5 
Nilkitkwa West Nilkitkwa L Low High 5 
Babine Lower Nilkitkwa Low High 5 
Copper Coal Creek Low High 5 
Blunt U. Harold Price Low Mod. 6 
Copper Caribou Low Mod. 6 
Copper Lee Low Mod. 6 
Copper Mulwain Low Mod. 6 
Deep  McQuarrie Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Milk Low Mod. 6 
Torkelson Torkelson Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Sinclair Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Pine Low Mod. 6 
Trout Trout Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Cumming Low Mod. 6 
Harold Price Touhy Low Mod. 6 
Nilkitkwa Barbeau Low Mod. 6 
Reiseter Driftwood Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Tsai Low Mod. 6 
Telkwa Winfield Low Mod. 6 
Torkelson Tsezakwa Low Mod. 6 
Torkelson Five Mile Low Mod. 6 
Reiseter Gramophone Low Mod. 6 
Reiseter Moricetown Low Low 7 
Torkelson Netazul Unnamed Low Low 7 
Telkwa Bridge Low Low 7 
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Landscape 
unit Watershed 

Preliminary 
human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

Overall 
preliminary 

ranking 

Reiseter Kwun Low Low 7 
Babine Clota Low Low 7 
Torkelson Williams Low Low 7 
Telkwa Arnett Low Low 7 
Babine Bairnsfather Low Low 7 
Corya Juniper Low Low 7 
Torkelson IR No. 5 Nilkitk Low Low 7 
 
Preliminary human impact ranking based on % impacted: 
• Impacted = NSR, SR (not greened up) and proposed logging from existing FDPs 
• < 20% impacted = Low 
• 20% - 30% impacted = Mod. 
• 30% impacted = High 
• Ordered by % within rank classes 
 
Preliminary overall ranking based on the following matrix: 
 
              Human Impact 

 L M H 
L 7 5 3 
M 6 4 2 

Se
ns

iti
vi

ty
 

H 5 3 1  

Overall 
Rating 

Human 
Impact Sensitivity 

1 H H 
2 H M 
3 H L 
3 M H 
4 M M 
5 M L 
5 L H 
6 L M 
7 L L  
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3.2 FIRST APROXIMATION INDICATORS AND MONITORING 
 

Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Bulkley Bulkley High High Increased sediment 
and Fecal Coloform 
levels. 

Sediment level monitoring. 
Fecal Coloform testing. 
IBI sampling. 

From private and 
community land use. 

Deep  Robin High 
 

High Site level domestic 
water quality. 
Water temperatures 
for spawning in the 
lower 2-3 km. 

OBS or other water quality sampling 
methods. 
Temperature and IBI monitoring.  

Significant riparian 
clearing on private 
land. 

Telkwa Jonas High Mod. Channel assessment 
procedure to 
determine potential 
for past impacts. 

Could establish benchmark for recovery 
monitoring. 

 

Torkelson Heal High Mod. Bull Trout and 
Dolly Varden 

Channel stability, sediment, temperature 
and ECA monitoring 

 

Chapman McKendrick Mod. High None N/A Historical Fulton 
stream analysis is 
suggested to explore 
relationships between 
land use and 
temperature change.  

Copper Hankin Mod. High  Coho. Repeated sediment source mapping 
Descriptive monitoring 

Coho fry sampling is 
done on an annual 
basis. 

Copper Sandstone Mod. High Temperature, Bull Monitor stream temperatures.  
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Trout and Dolly 
Varden 

Deep  Thompson Mod. High Temperature for 
Dolly Varden. 

Monitor stream temperatures. No harvesting is 
planned in this 
watershed. 

Chapman Fulton Mod, High Temperature, lower 
Fulton spawning 
channels 

Angular canopy density study. Cronin Creek recovery 
from riparian 
harvesting affects to 
temperature could be 
monitored. 

Babine Lower 
Nilkitkwa 

Mod, High Water quality, 
suspended 
sediments for Coho 

OBS or other sediment monitors Particularly in the high 
Coho value low 
gradient tributaries 
along the right bank.  

Torkelson IR No. 5 
Nilkitk 

High Low Water temperature 
for Coho. 

Monitor stream temperatures at the 
watershed level. Establish benchmark 
channel reaches – impacted and 
potentially unstable. Repeat descriptions 
after major runoff events or every 5 
years. 

 

Babine French Mod. Low Temperature, Bull 
Trout and Dolly 
Varden 

Monitor stream temperatures 880 meters of riparian 
harvesting. Watershed 
level temperature 
monitoring. 
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Babine  Babine Low High Sediment and 
Temperature, Bull 
Trout and Dolly 
Varden and 
Cutthroat Trout 

Monitor stream temperatures, descriptive 
monitoring of sediment transport. 

Monitoring should be 
a cooperative effort 
with all stakeholders. 

Babine Nilkitkwa 
Lake 

Low High Sediment and 
Temperature, Bull 
Trout and Dolly 
Varden and 
Cutthroat Trout 

Monitor stream temperatures, descriptive 
monitoring of sediment transport 

 

Blunt Blunt Low High Peak Flows for 
Steelhead rearing in 
middle and lower 
reaches. 

Monitoring ECA levels.  

Telkwa Goathorn Low High Bull Trout 
Stream 
temperatures 

Monitor bull trout population levels 
within critical habitat areas. 
Monitor stream temperatures in site 
specific areas adjacent to human 
disturbance. 

 

Copper Copper Low High Site level sediment 
production 

Stream Crossing Quality Index.  
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Babine Boucher Low High N/A N/A No historical riparian 
harvesting. Low to 
moderate road density. 
Extensive 
deactivation. Rehab of 
sediment source 
problem 1997. 

Babine Nichyeskwa Low High Stream 
temperatures for 
Bull Trout and 
Dolly Varden. 
Sediment, water 
quality. 

Temperature and sediment monitoring at 
the site level concurrent with road 
construction and use. 

 

Telkwa Telkwa Low High Increased sediment 
transport associated 
with roads. 

Site level sediment monitoring 
techniques. 
Coho ponds being monitored. 

 

Reiseter Reiseter Low High Sediment, quality 
of domestic water, 
Coho spawning. 

Repeated sediment source mapping. 
IBI monitoring has been ongoing and 
could be continued 

Follow harvesting 
guidelines set forth in 
the Reiseter SMZ2 

Torkleson West Babine Low High Sediment and 
temperature for 
Coho rearing. 

Temperature recording and road and 
stream crossing assessment for sediment 
production. 
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Harold 
Price 

L. Harold 
Price 

Low High Temperature, Bull 
Trout 

Review riparian harvesting from 
standpoint of temperature and streambank 
integrity. 

Sediment transport 
from Harold Price 
slide may impact 
lower Harold Price 
channel. 

Copper Serb Low High N/A N/A No planned 
harvesting. Natural 
factors are a detriment 
to fish. 

Copper Silvern Low High Bull Trout 
Stream 
temperatures 

Upstream – downstream monitoring 
using recording stream temperature 
gauges 

It is possible that small 
streams in logged 
areas may have 
elevated temperatures, 
but this potential 
should be addressed 
during layout of 
riparian reserves and 
special management 
areas. 

Corya John Brown Low High Suspended 
sediments, IBI 

N/A Very limited past 
harvesting and none 
planned. 
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelim-
inary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Corya Boulder Low High Suspended 
sediments, IBI 

N/A Very limited past 
harvesting and none 
planned. 

Corya Corya Low High Suspended 
sediments, IBI 

N/A Very limited past 
harvesting and none 
planned. 

Deep  Deep Creek Low High Suspended 
sediments. 

Repeated sediment source surveys in 
gentle over steep. 

Natural sediment 
sources could make it 
difficult to measure 
changes. Localized 
surface erosion issues 
could arise from 
private agricultural 
land use. 

Kitesguec
la 

Kitseguecla Low High Suspended 
sediments for Bull 
Trout, Cutthroat 
and Dolly Varden 

Refer to Kispiox TSA for monitoring 
recommendations due to most of the 
watershed being in the Kispiox TSA. 

There may be some 
changes to the 
watershed boundaries. 

Nilkitkwa West 
Nilkitkwa 

Low High Sediment levels, 
Dolly Varden 

Stream Crossing assessments.  

Reiseter Casqua Low High Landslides, gentle 
over steep. 

Repeated sediment source mapping. Monitor proposed 
gentle over steep 
harvesting at the 
planning and 
harvesting stages. 
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelim-
inary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Telkwa Elliot Low High Mass wasting IBI, Repeated sediment source mapping. Monitor proposed 
gentle over steep 
harvesting at the 
planning and 
harvesting stages. 

Telkwa Howson Low High Water quality and 
bedload. 

Repeated sediment source mapping in 
gentle over steep terrain. 

Monitoring difficult 
except at site level. 

Telkwa Upper 
Telkwa 

Low High Water quality, 
suspended 
sediments. Coho 
and Steelhead and 
domestic water use. 

Upstream / downstream OBS or other 
methods of monitoring suspended 
sediments. 

 

Trout Toboggan Low High Sediment levels, 
Steelhead and 
Dolly Varden 

Stream Crossing assessments.  

Reiseter Canyon Low High    
Nilkitkwa Upper 

Nilkitkwa 
Low High Water quality in 

small tributaries, 
lower watershed for 
Coho and 
Steelhead. 

Suspended sediments and temperature- 
upstream / downstream particularly the 
lower tributary on the right side. 

The mainstem above 
Barbeau could a 
reference IBI site. 

Nilkitkwa West 
Nilkitkwa L 

Low High Temperature ECA levels and stream temperatures Extensive old riparian 
harvesting has not 
reached full 
hydrologic recovery. 
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelim-
inary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Copper Coal Creek Low High Suspended 
sediments for Coho 
and Steelhead. 

SCQI should be completed, OBS or other 
water quality sampling methods. 

A field assessment of 
sediment production at 
the watershed level 
should be completed. 

Blunt U. Harold 
Price 

Low Mod.    

Copper Caribou Low Mod.    
Copper Lee Low Mod.    
Copper Mulwain Low Mod.    
Deep  McQuarrie Low Mod.    
Telkwa Milk Low Mod.    
Babine Torkelson Low Mod.    
Telkwa Sinclair Low Mod.    
Telkwa Pine Low Mod.    
Trout Trout Low Mod.    
Telkwa Cumming Low Mod.    
Harold 
Price 

Touhy Low Mod.    

Nilkitkwa Barbeau Low Mod. Limited due to 
natural sediment 
loads, bedload 
movement and cold 
water temperatures. 

Only to develop a baseline prior to any 
development. 

Limited commercial 
harvesting potential. 

Reiseter Driftwood Low Mod.    
Telkwa Tsai Low Mod.    
Telkwa Winfield Low Mod.    
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Landscape 
Unit Watershed 

Prelimi-
nary 

human 
impact 
ranking 

Aquatic 
resources 
sensitivity 
ranking 

First approximation 
indicators First approximation monitoring  

Comments 

Torkelson Tsezakwa Low Mod.    
Torkelson Five Mile Low Mod.    
Reiseter Gramophone Low Mod.    
Reiseter Moricetown Low Low    
Torkelson Netazul 

Unnamed 
Low Low    

Telkwa Bridge Low Low    
Reiseter Kwun Low Low    
Babine Clota Low Low Temperature for 

Sockeye Dolly 
Varden and 
Cutthroat. 

Temperature monitoring at the site and 
watershed levels. 

Possibility of 
temperature sensitivity 
due to slow runoff, 
lakes and South 
aspect. 

Torkelson Williams Low Low    
Telkwa Arnett Low Low Sediment Repeated sediment source mapping. 

IBI monitoring has been ongoing and 
could be continued 

 

Babine Bairnsfather Low Low Low risk watershed Not recommended.  
Corya Juniper Low Low    
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3.3 Watershed Monitoring and Final Ranking Summary 

 Bulkley TSA Watershed Monitoring and Final Ranking Summary 
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1 Bulkley Bulkley High High 1             X           Fecal coloform 
2 Deep  Robin High High 1             X   X   X X   
                                      
3 Telkwa Jonas High Mod. 2     X                     
4 Torkelson Heal High Mod. 2 X   X   X X X X X         
                                     

5 Chapman McKendrick Mod. High 3                 X         
6 Copper Hankin Mod. High 3         X             X   
7 Copper Sandstone Mod. High 3                 X         
8 Deep  Thompson Mod High 3                 X   X X   

9 Chapman Fulton Mod High 3                 X       

Cronin Ck 
recovery, 
Angular 
canopy density 
study 

10 Babine 
Lower 
Nilkitkwa Mod High 3             X       X X 

Specific 
tributaries. 

11 
Torkelson /  
Babine  

IR No. 5 
Nilkitk High Low 3 X               X     X   

                                     

12 Babine French 
Mod. 
Low Low 5                 X         

13 Babine Boucher Low High 5                         
Rehab/Sedime
nt 

14 Babine Nichyeskwa Low High 5           X     X X X X   
15 Babine Nilkitkwa Lake Low High 5           X     X         
16 Babine  Babine Low High 5           X     X         

17 Blunt Blunt Low High 5 X                       

Peak flows, 
Steelhead 
rearing 

18 Copper Coal Creek Low High 5           X X X       X 

Downstream 
fisheries 
values 

19 Copper Copper Low High 5               X           
20 Copper Serb Low High 5                           
21 Copper Silvern Low High 5                 X X       
22 Corya John Brown Low High 5             X             
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Comments 
23 Corya Boulder Low High 5             X             
24 Corya Corya Low High 5             X             

25 Deep  Deep Creek Low High 5   X     X X         X X 

Natural 
sediment 
sources. 

26 Harold Price 
L. Harold 
Price Low High 5   X   X   X     X X       

27 Kitesguecla Kitseguecla Low High 5           X             
Refer to 
Kispiox TSA 

28 Nilkitkwa 
West 
Nilkitkwa Low High 5           X   X           

29 Nilkitkwa 
Upper 
Nilkitkwa Low High 5           X         X X 

Important 
tributary in the 
lower 
watershed. 

30 Nilkitkwa 
West 
Nilkitkwa L Low High 5 X               X         

31 Reiseter Canyon Low High 5             X X     X X 

Surface 
erosion, crown 
and private 
land. 

32 Reiseter Casqua Low High 5   X     X                 

33 Reiseter Reiseter Low High 5             X         X 

Domestic 
water, DR 
guidelines 

34 Telkwa Elliot Low High 5   X     X   X             
35 Telkwa Goathorn Low High 5                 X X       
36 Telkwa Howson Low High 5         X             X   
37 Telkwa Telkwa Low High 5           X           X   

38 Telkwa Upper Telkwa Low High 5           X X         X 

Specific 
channels 
important 
Coho habitat. 

39 Torkleson West Babine Low High 5               X X     X   
40 Trout Toboggan Low High 5               X           
                                      

41 Blunt 
U. Harold 
Price Low Mod. 6                           

42 Copper Caribou Low Mod. 6                           
43 Copper Lee Low Mod. 6                           
44 Copper Mulwain Low Mod. 6                           
45 Deep  McQuarrie Low Mod. 6                           
46 Harold Price Touhy Low Mod. 6                           

47 Nilkitkwa Barbeau Low Mod. 6                         

Possibly 
monitor to 
develop a 
baseline prior 
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to any 
development. 

48 Reiseter Driftwood Low Mod. 6                           
49 Reiseter Gramophone Low Mod. 6                           
50 Telkwa Milk Low Mod. 6                           
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Comments 
51 Telkwa Tsai Low Mod. 6                           

52 Telkwa Cumming Low Mod. 6                         
Completed 
Watersheds 

53 Telkwa Sinclair Low Mod. 6                           

54 Telkwa Winfield Low Mod. 6                           
55 Telkwa Pine Low Mod. 6                           
56 Torkelson Five Mile Low Mod. 6                          
57 Torkelson Torkelson Low Mod. 6                          
58 Torkelson Tsezakwa Low Mod. 6                           
59 Trout Trout Low Mod. 6                           

                                     

60 Babine Bairnsfather Low Low 7                         
Low risk 
watershed 

61 Babine Clota Low Low 7                 X         
62 Corya Juniper Low Low 7                           
63 Reiseter Kwun Low Low 7                           
64 Reiseter Moricetown Low Low 7                           
65 Telkwa Arnett Low Low 7                           
66 Telkwa Bridge Low Low 7                           

67 Torkelson 
Netazul 
Unnamed Low Low 7                           

68 Torkelson Williams Low Low 7                           

                   
                   
                   

                  
Completed 
Watersheds 
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3.4 STREAMLINE ARTICLE 
 
The process was distributed to interested parties through the following article in the 

spring publication of “Streamline – Watershed Management Bulletin” (published by 

FORREX).  Metadata about this project will be entered into NRIN (by Robin Pike, 

FORREX). 

A Framework for Effective Watershed Monitoring 
 

Dave Wilford and Richard Lalonde 
 
The Bulkley Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) requires that monitoring be 
undertaken to ensure that water and fish habitat objectives are met (Bulkley Valley 
Community Resources Board 1998). An interagency/licensee committee (see 
Acknowledgements) was asked to develop a monitoring plan. This was a major task, 
given 68 watersheds with diverse hydrology, geomorphology, and aquatic resources 
within a 7620 km2 timber supply area (TSA). The committee recognized that each 
watershed needed to be reviewed individually to identify values that would be sensitive 
to forestry-induced watershed changes. Also, the committee reviewed existing 
approaches, such as watershed assessments (B.C. Ministry of Forests and BC 
Environment 1999) and watershed classification (Cheong 1996), and discussed the 
challenge with hydrologists and geomorphologists. The conclusion was that we needed to 
create a process-based, watershed overview approach to identify appropriate parameters. 
The committee also recognized that it would be impossible to individually examine each 
watershed, so a simple approach to ranking watersheds, based on past/proposed forest 
harvesting and aquatic values, was adopted. We ranked all 68 watersheds and identified 
appropriate monitoring approaches in 29 watersheds over five weeks. This article details 
our approach to watershed monitoring. 
The Framework 
Our approach had two components: ranking the watersheds and identifying suitable 
parameters and appropriate spatial sampling scale (e.g., site, tributary stream, multiple 
locations on main stream). 
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Ranking the Watersheds 
Given time and financial constraints, we developed a ranking system to ensure 
watersheds with high aquatic values were examined and received monitoring decisions. 
Community watersheds, key fish-producing watersheds, and watersheds with red- or 
blue-listed fish species were rated as possessing high aquatic values. Watersheds rated 
moderate had limited fish species and numbers of fish in a regional context. Watersheds 
with low aquatic values had few or no fish present. All watersheds were then ranked 
according to the percentage of watershed area with past and proposed forest harvesting: 
low potential of risk to aquatic resources was less than 20%, moderate risk was 20–30%, 
and high risk was greater than 30%. The values and potential risks were numerically 
ranked (Table 1) to produce an overall priority ranking for each watershed. The 
controlling factor in the numerical ranking is forest harvesting (opposed to aquatic 
values), because the focus is on the potential risk of past and proposed forestry activities 
to aquatic resources. All watersheds with a rank of five or less were examined. 
Watersheds with a rank greater than five were slated for potential examination in the 
future, subject to funding. 
 

Examining the Watersheds 
Physical processes and aquatic resources in the highest ranked watersheds were analyzed 
using geographic information system (GIS) software. High priority watersheds were 
delineated and a series of overlays were prepared including: topography, ortho-
photographs, terrain stability or environmentally sensitive areas for soils (ESAs), surface 
erosion hazard, past forest harvesting, proposed forest harvesting, roads, natural 
disturbances (primarily wildfires), stream classes, fish inventory, water intakes for 
community watersheds, and past studies (e.g., research, watershed assessments, fisheries 
studies). These GIS data, in combination with the group’s experience and supplemental 
background studies, were used to answer questions regarding geomorphology, hydrology, 
aquatic resources, and forest harvesting (Table 2). These questions were selected to 
develop a clear picture of a watershed, which is central to the selection of both 
appropriate indicators and spatial scale for monitoring.  

Developing the Questions 

Geomorphology 
Geomorphology questions focus on the availability of sediment to the stream channel, 
characteristics of the stream channel, and selected physical watershed features. In 
reviewing the high ranked watersheds, several key points/assumptions emerged. In 
watersheds with high natural sediment source levels, we considered that it would most 
likely be difficult to detect changes due to forest management at the watershed (main 
stream) level. We understood that stream channels with high bedload transport most 
likely have a low population of aquatic invertebrates (due to substrate instability), and 
thus using the Benthic Index of Biological Integrity alone would be inappropriate for 
detecting land use impacts (Karr and Chu 1999; Bennett and Rysavy 2003a, 2003b; 
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Weigel 2003). We recognized that channel morphology changes over time can be 
determined from aerial photographs. However, it is necessary for the channel to be 
visible on aerial photographs (at least 20 m wide) and for there to be an adequate time 
series (e.g., two sets of photos taken before forestry activities and two sets after forestry 
activities—work that can be undertaken as monitoring for proposed harvesting). 

Hydrology 
Hydrology-related questions focus on streamflow characteristics, potential for water 
temperature issues, and watershed physiography. Several cautions/challenges were 
encountered in collecting/interpreting the data. Because watershed specific hydrometric 
data were not available for most of our watersheds, it was necessary to consider relief and 
size/location of lakes to determine streamflow characteristics. These estimates were 
balanced against our combined local knowledge to address seasonal and long-term 
streamflow characteristics. These characteristics are a central factor with regards to 
channel and benthic stability (Lamberti et al. 1991; Knighton 1998). With several 
exceptions, specific water temperature data were not available, so we identified 
watersheds with potential high temperature issues based on the size and location of lakes 
and wetlands, and the nature of riparian zones (e.g., watersheds with extensive lakes and 
wetlands, and shrubby riparian zones were identified as having potential high temperature 
issues). We wanted to know if large peak flows (e.g., 25-year return-period flood) had 
recently destabilized a stream channel. Destabilized channels characteristically carry high 
bedload levels and may have high suspended sediment loads. We recognized that 
watersheds with these channel qualities may present challenges for separating forest 
management effects from natural levels at the upper end of the range of natural 
conditions. Watersheds that have major tributaries with significantly different 
characteristics will most likely require different approaches in monitoring each tributary. 
Several watershed assessments offered useful guidance for monitoring. 

Fish 
Fish-related questions focus on the fish species present, location in a watershed, habitat 
requirements, instream enhancement or restoration investments, research and 
assessments, natural factors limiting or threatening populations, and past issues related to 
forestry activities. Some species such as bull trout require cool water temperatures and 
thus highlighted a key monitoring parameter for us. In reviewing our watersheds, we 
found that some required monitoring at the watershed scale if past forest harvesting 
removed riparian forests in the lower watershed and forest harvesting is proposed in the 
upper watershed. In other cases, we found it appropriate to monitor temperatures at a site 
level if past forest harvesting had a limited effect on riparian forests and glacial melt 
water dominated the main stream temperature. Information about past issues related to 
forestry activities such as landslides, impassable drainage structures, sediment from road 
running surfaces, and elevated stream temperatures was important when we selected 
monitoring parameters. 
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Other Aquatic Resources 
Questions about other aquatic resources (values) highlight domestic water consumption, 
the presence of blue- or red-listed aquatic life forms (e.g., tailed frogs), the spatial 
location of these resources, past issues relating to forestry activities, and information 
derived from past assessments, research, and/or monitoring. We found that aside from 
information about domestic and community watershed licences, it was uncommon to find 
watershed-specific information about other aquatic resources. However, we recognized 
the value of any available baseline work and recommended repeat inventories for 
monitoring. 

Past and Future Effects of Forest Harvesting 
Our methodology uses a series of questions to explore the effect of past forest harvesting. 
Where watersheds had been assessed using the Watershed Assessment Procedures 
(WAPs) (B.C. Ministry of Forests and BC Environment 1999), information on the extent 
of past logging was readily available. Where WAPs had not been undertaken, this 
information was generated using GIS. Having past and proposed forest harvesting as a 
GIS layer (using a computer projector) was very useful for group discussions on potential 
impacts and monitoring opportunities. Information from the Watershed Restoration 
Program and the local forest licensees helped to answer questions about road 
deactivation, status of drainage structures, sediment production from surface erosion, 
forestry-related landslides, and water resources issues associated with past logging. 
 
Questions about the potential effects of proposed logging focused on the types of terrain 
to be logged, the extent and rate of harvesting, and planned special measures. In a few 
cases, logging or road building was proposed on unstable terrain. We examined the 
potential for sediment transport to streams in these areas, and requested information on 
special measures or prescriptions proposed to prevent detrimental effects. In several 
watersheds, logging was proposed on gentle terrain upslope of steep terrain. This “gentle-
over-steep” terrain (Grainger 2002) has been identified in the Bulkley TSA as a 
potentially hazardous situation unless special attention is paid to maintaining water 
routing. Even with careful attention, accelerated snowmelt has reduced slope stability in 
the steep terrain. The extent of proposed harvesting in a watershed can be a significant 
factor in selecting monitoring parameters. Specifically, if only limited harvesting is 
proposed (e.g., < 1% of the watershed) it may not be possible to detect an effect on 
aquatic resources. The rate of harvesting can also be significant. A rapid rate of harvest, 
particularly if unstable terrain has been identified, may not allow much time for 
monitoring feedback to adjust practices (e.g., a delay in the occurrence of landslides due 
to lack of sufficient precipitation may result in extensive logging on unstable terrain). 
Fortunately, this was not the case in our watersheds. We considered that it was important 
to know what special measures would be undertaken with regard to logging or road 
building. The focus was not only on unstable terrain, but also on stream crossings, 
logging and silvicultural systems, site preparation, and deactivation. Explicit rationale for 
these special measures was also considered important (e.g., feedback from adaptive 
management or application of research results to reduce effects to aquatic resources). Our 
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committee considered monitoring an important feedback mechanism for evaluating these 
special measures. 
Developing Watershed-specific Monitoring Strategies 
The data collected by answering the questions regarding the physical, biological, and 
harvesting history of a specific watershed allow for a cumulative watershed analysis: 
“What is the potential effect of past and planned forestry activities on aquatic resources?” 
Central to this question is the specific water or aquatic habitat value that could be 
influenced. However, the sensitivity to changes must be considered in light of the natural 
processes in each watershed. Once parameters for the values are identified, it is prudent 
to determine the spatial scale (site, tributary stream, main stream) at which any potential 
changes might be detected. Several examples from the Bulkley TSA illustrate this stage 
of the decision-making process. In our review, some watersheds had little new logging 
planned. However, in some cases, extensive riparian logging placed watersheds at what 
was considered by the fisheries agencies to be a threshold for temperature-sensitive fish 
(Table 3). In such cases, it was determined that the proposed logging in headwater areas 
may further elevate stream temperatures, even with best management practices. Thus, a 
monitoring need was identified at the watershed scale (i.e., monitoring throughout the 
watershed). In other watersheds we examined, past logging was limited and the proposed 
logging was on terrain with limited potential to affect aquatic resources (i.e., low erosion 
potential and no streams in the proposed harvesting areas). Monitoring in these cases 
could be costly and may not provide any substantial information related to achieving the 
goals of monitoring (i.e., the effects of forest management on aquatic resources would be 
below the detection limit or may not occur). We also encountered several “gentle-over-
steep” situations, with the steep sections actively failing into stream channels. In these 
cases, the natural sediment loads in the streams were too high to detect forest 
management influences at the watershed scale and monitoring was therefore most 
appropriate at the site level. We used repeat sediment source surveys of the slopes 
directly below the logging to detect incremental changes. 
 
Once the appropriate parameters and the spatial scale for each specific watershed value 
have been determined for a watershed, we recommend following a series of steps 
(Wilford 2003) in developing effective and successful monitoring plans. 
Limitations of the Framework 
The two main elements in the framework were prioritization and watershed-specific 
questions. Our prioritization allowed us to quickly rate the watersheds based on the 
criteria outlined previously. Using the extent of harvesting without regard to location of 
harvesting resulted in several watersheds with extensive riparian logging being rated 
incorrectly as “low potential risks” because they had limited overall logging. We also 
recognized that our approach would not capture watersheds with significant issues related 
to past forest harvesting. As a result, after watersheds were prioritized using percentage 
of harvested area as the leading factor, we reviewed the list to identify obvious ranking 
errors. In addition, the rankings were reviewed following the watershed-specific 
examinations. During the examinations we noted two situations where the ranking was 
too low: one due to agricultural clearing that was not accounted for, and incomplete 
forest harvesting data in the other. 
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Our committee found that addressing the presented watershed questions resulted in a 
significant exchange of information. Presenting GIS data visually (using a computer 
projector) allowed the group to appreciate the watersheds in a short time. To effectively 
address the questions, at least one person needed to compile information on watersheds 
(we hired a consultant for five weeks). We were fortunate in the Bulkley TSA because a 
significant amount of information had been compiled for the LRMP. 
Conclusions 
We are satisfied that our prioritization and assessment process produced defensible 
monitoring strategies for the key watersheds in a TSA. We consider that having the 
strategies in place will help to ensure that limited funds for monitoring aquatic resources 
are invested efficiently and effectively in the Bulkley TSA. Monitoring parameters that 
may change will provide the necessary feedback to ensure that forest management 
maintains aquatic resources as specified in the Bulkley LRMP. 
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Table 1. Matrix of aquatic values and potential watershed impacts 
 
              Potential impact 

 L M H 
L 7 5 3 
M 6 4 2 

V
al

ue
s 

H 5 3 1 
 
Table 2. Watershed-specific questions 
 
1. Geomorphology 
- Do natural landslides run into streams? 
- What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain 

(e.g., using environmentally sensitive areas ( 
ESA, terrain stability or sediment source maps, 
or aerial photos)? 

- Does the watershed have “gentle-over-steep” 
terrain? 

- Is surface erosion likely to be an issue (e.g., 
lacustrine deposits)? 

- Are glaciers present in the watershed? 
- Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? 
- Are there multiple channels or back/side 

channels? 
- What is the relative relief of the watershed? 
- Is the stream channel visible on aerial 

photographs? 
- Are historic aerial photographs available? 
 

2.  Hydrology 
- Are lakes or wetlands present in the 

watershed? 
- Location of lakes/wetlands: upper, middle, 

lower watershed? 
- Aspect of the watershed (for snowmelt)? 
- Runoff characteristics: rapid, moderate, slow? 
- Are there major tributaries with significantly 

different characteristics (e.g., relief, erosion, 
stream channels)? 

- Are gauging stations present in the watershed 
or adjacent watersheds? 

- Have there been recent, large destabilizing 
peak flows? 

- Have natural disturbances influenced the forest 
cover (e.g., wildfires, insect epidemics, 
windthrow)? 

- Are natural disturbances expected to influence 
the forest cover (e.g., mountain pine beetle)? 

- Are there past hydrologic studies (e.g., 
professional reports, inventories, monitoring)? 
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3.  Fish 
-       Where are fish located in the watershed? 
-       What are the key habitat requirements of the 

species present (e.g., spawning and rearing)? 
-       Are red- or blue-listed species present? 
-       Have critical habitats been identified? 
-       Are there any known fish barriers (e.g., natural 

or related to land use)? 
-       Have habitat investments been planned or 

implemented in the watershed? 
-       Do natural factors limit or threaten fisheries 

(e.g., low or high flows, high temperatures, 
winter icing of spawning areas)? 

-       Are there past studies (e.g., professional 
reports, inventories, monitoring)? 

-       What is the level of detail of current 
inventories and have they been repeated? 

-       Has there been a history of issues with the fish 
species present (e.g., related to land use in the 
watershed, escapement)? Specify the issues. 

  

4. Other Aquatic Resources 
- What other aquatic resources are present in the 

watersheds (e.g., domestic water, blue- or red-
listed aquatic life forms)? 

- Location of the resources within the 
watershed? 

- Are there past studies (e.g., professional 
reports, inventories, monitoring)? 

- Has there been a history of issues regarding 
other aquatic resources (e.g., low flows, land 
use, over-commitment of resources through 
licensing or use)? 

 

5.  Past Forest Harvesting 
- What are the extent and location of past 

logging (e.g., factors calculated for watershed 
assessments - % watershed logged, current 
equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent 
of riparian logging, site preparation methods)? 

- Have non-status and inactive roads been 
deactivated? 

- Have there been stream quality crossing or 
similar assessments? 

- Are roads contributing sediment to streams 
(e.g., observed or monitoring data)? 

- Have there been landslides from roads or 
logged areas? 

- Have there been water resource issues 
associated with past logging? 

6.  Proposed Forest Harvesting 
- Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? 
- What special measures or prescriptions are 

planned? 
- Will “gentle-over-steep” terrain be logged? 
- What are the extent and rate of proposed 

harvesting? 
- Will special measures be taken for logging or 

road building? 
 

7. First approximation monitoring decisions 
- Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic 

processes in the watershed, issues associated 
with aquatic resources, and effects of past 
forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic 
resources? 

- What specific water or aquatic habitat values 
could be influenced by the planned forestry 
activities? 

- Given the natural processes in this watershed, is 
it possible to measure changes in these values 
(which parameters)? 

- What is the appropriate spatial scale for 
monitoring? 

8. Development of a monitoring plan 
- It is necessary to follow a series of steps in 

developing an effective and successful plan 
(refer to Wilford 2003). 
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- What techniques or equipment could be used to 
measure the parameters? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Summary of monitoring decisions for three watersheds 
 

Watershed 
Name Attributes 

Past–proposed 
forest harvesting 

Monitoring 
decision 

 
Arnett 
 
 
 
 

50.3 km2 – upper watershed is a 
wide basin with the slopes 
disconnected and a low-power 
stream. The mid to lower channel 
reaches are incised with naturally 
failing banks. There is high bedload 
transport and rapid runoff.  

There has been no past 
logging. Proposed logging is 
6% of the watershed, with 
some class IV terrain and 
gentle-over-steep situation 
with 2 blocks. 

Monitoring at the site 
level – repeat 
sediment source 
mapping of the steep 
terrain below the 2 
blocks – pre-harvest 
and annually for 5 
years. Then assess 
the situation. 

Goathorn 
 
 
 
 

187 km2 – extensive, naturally 
unstable terrain along stream 
channels, high bedload transport, 
north aspect with cold water 
temperatures. One major tributary 
has low relief, moderate runoff, and 
a stable channel. Thirty years of 
hydrologic and biologic studies 
associated with a proposed coal 
mine. High aquatic values (bull 
trout) and the need to maintain low 
water temperatures.   

Past logging is 17% of the 
watershed with riparian 
logging in one reach. Roads 
have been deactivated and 
there have been no issues with 
past logging. Proposed 
logging is 2% of the 
watershed over the next 5 
years. 

Monitor stream 
temperatures at the 
site level – small 
streams in the 
proposed harvesting 
area. 

IR#5 
Nilkitkwa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16.8 km2 – low relief with slow 
runoff and generally stable channels. 
Beaver dams and wetlands in the 
lower watershed. An IWAP was 
done in 2000. Coho and rainbow 
trout are present. 

Past logging is 38.9% of the 
watershed with an equivalent 
clearcut area of 31.3%. The 
peak flow index is high. There 
has been 3 km of clearcut 
riparian logging. One channel 
reach is currently unstable as a 
result of harvesting-related 
sediment sources. Lack of 
large woody debris 
recruitment could lead to 
channel instability in 3 
reaches. 
Some roads have been 
deactivated but there have 
been no road-related sediment 
issues. 
Proposed logging is 1.2% of 
the watershed.  

Monitor stream 
temperatures at the 
watershed level. 
Establish benchmark 
channel reaches – 
impacted and 
potentially unstable. 
Repeat descriptions 
after major runoff 
events or every 5 
years. 
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Forest certification and forest planning initiatives require that factors effecting aquatic 

resources be addressed.  The results of this process will enable the forest practitioner to 

address those factors related the sustainability of water and aquatic resources in an 

efficient manner.  The incorporation of past forest development activities into the 

evaluation of Bulkley TSA watersheds will also enable forest practitioners to apply 

adaptive management techniques resulting in improvements in future forest management 

activities.  Our published report will enable others to apply this approach in other 

management units. 

 
 
 
 
4.0 SUMMATION 
 
First approximation indicators and monitoring decisions have been based on a review of 

the answers to the “key questions” for each of the watersheds completed. Of the sixty-

eight watershed units in the Bulkley TSA, forty four have had the “key questions”, first 

approximation indicators and monitoring decisions completed. Copies of all watershed 

question and answers are included in the appendices. BARC will continue working 

towards completing the “key questions” in the remaining watersheds as well as updating 

the answers in the completed watersheds in the Bulkley TSA as funding is available. A 

map showing the status of the watersheds is also included in the appendices.    

 

Answers to the “key questions” were based on the status of the watersheds at the time of 

this project. What is proposed to be harvested will change over time in some watersheds 

and remain the same in others. Natural factors will also change over time. All watersheds 

should be reviewed periodically to address any changes and how they may affect 
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indicator and monitoring decisions. The BARC has recommended that all watersheds 

with a high overall combined aquatic sensitivity and human impact ranking should have a 

historical photo exercise and possibly a baseline stream crossing assessment completed 

on them. Funding sources will be sought to implement monitoring of indicators.  

 

A primary objective of monitoring is to ensure maintenance of natural water conditions 

(e.g., flow and quality) and to identify and quickly correct situations where conditions 

have been influenced. 

 

It is important to adopt a monitoring strategy that encompasses the full range of forestry 

(from planning through operations) and is undertaken at multiple levels (e.g., office, site 

and watershed levels).  Because forestry activities occur throughout the landscape it is 

important to target high hazard situations using an appropriate sampling strategy. 

 

One of the goals of the Sustainable Forest Management is the maintenance of water 

quality within ranges of natural variability.  Numerous agencies and stakeholder groups 

currently monitor water quality in some fashion.  However, the lack of a comprehensive 

strategy and methodology to coordinate these existing efforts has resulted in duplication 

of efforts and perhaps a significant waste of both financial and human resources. Through 

the development and testing of a comprehensive water quality monitoring strategy both 

time and money can be saved. 
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BULKLEY – UNIT 
Bulkley Unit is situated in the Bulkley landscape unit, draining into the Bulkley River. It is 

approximately 66729 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive but localized. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, but not overly abundant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. At the tributary level. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No, however the watershed is influenced by glaciers in 
neighbouring watersheds. 

F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Moderate. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive, the majority of the watershed has little relief, 

however small portions have an extreme elevation range. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes  
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes and wetlands are distributed only on tributaries 

throughout the watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Approximately half the watershed has a Southwest aspect 

with the other half having a Northeast aspect. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes Canyon Creek has significantly different 
characteristics. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Yes autosampled for flow levels 1946-2001 (Water survey 
Canada) Telkwa River autosampled for flow levels 1975-
2001 (Water Survey Canada) 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Unknown 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chum, Pink, Coho, 

Chinook and Sockeye Salmon, Steelhead Trout, Steelhead 
(summer run), Cutthroat Trout, Cutthroat Trout 
(anadromous), Lake Chub, Lamprey, Largescale Sucker, 
Longnose Dace, Longnose Sucker, Sculpin (general), 
Slimy Sculpin, Threespine Stickleback, Dolly Varden, 
Mountain Whitefish, Lake Whitefish, Lake Trout, Prickly 
Sculpin, Rainbow Trout, Redsided Shiner, Bull Trout, 
Burbot, Lake Chub and Sucker (general) in the Bulkley 
River. All of the lakes in the watershed are listed as having 
various species, while many are regularly stocked. 
(Complete listing available on “Fish Wizard”) Many of the 
small tributaries are also listed as having various species.  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Many of the tributaries of the Bulkley are listed as having 

obstructions. (Complete listing available on Fish Wizard) 
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F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H.  

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Many detailed and reconnaissance level inventories in the 
past and ongoing. (complete listing available on Fish 
Wizard) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J.  
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water use throughout the watershed. 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Unknown 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Mainly private ownership, however does have intensive 
human activity and could be monitored for sediment and 
sewage. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. There are many public and private roads throughout the 
watershed many of which at times have produced sediment 
to streams. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Unknown. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 1 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Private land use could affect water quality through 
increased sediment transport and sewage runoff. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level for sediment transport. Watershed level for 
increased coloform count. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source mapping. IBI sampling 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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ROBIN – WATERSHED 
Robin watershed is situated in the Deep landscape unit, in the south end of the TSA and drains into 

the Bulkley River. It is approximately 8802 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. There is a moderate amount of ES area associated with the 

upper reaches of Robin and Lemieux Creeks, some 
associated with private property. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. A minor amount in the upper reaches of Lemieux Creek. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Given the low amount of planned harvest in the watershed 

surface erosion is not expected to be an issue.  
Localized surface erosion issues could arise from private 
agricultural land use. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Low 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. No 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes lakes and wetlands do play a significant role in the 

hydrology of the watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Small lakes and wetlands are associated with many of the 

tributaries of the lower watershed, and some portions of the 
mainstems. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No- but there are many tributaries. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Unknown 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. No, however most of the watershed is in private ownership 

with significant agricultural clearings including removal of 
riparian vegetation in many reaches. 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI sampling  (WALP 2001) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Cutthroat Trout in 

DeJong Creek, Cutthroat Trout, Longnose Dace and 
Northern Pikeminnow in Lemieux Creek and Cutthroat 
Trout and Rainbow Trout in Vanderven Creek. No 
historical fish data exists for Robin Creek. (Fish Wizard) 
Coho are present at least to highway 16, Steelhead are 
probably present also. The lower 2-3 km. are probably 
used for spawning. (T.Pendray)   

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Cutthroat are temperature and sediment sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat trout. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. 20 meter cascade on Lemieux Creek 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. There have been some habitat investments by private land 
owners. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Coho escapement counts.(Historical) 
Synoptic surveys (MELP 1994) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998)  

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Not with regard to forestry activity. There have been major 
issues with agricultural land use. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water supply / quality.  

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Various locations throughout the watershed. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown. 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. A rough approximation of ECA from ortho photos amounts 
to 38% of the watershed, this includes agricultural, urban 
and forest harvesting. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. No, inventories are ongoing to determine the proper 
prescriptions for roads. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed, but agricultural 
clearing adjacent to streams may be an issue. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No, however there have been major issues with past 

agricultural land use (diversions and livestock) 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. Generally the terrain is moderate here. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. TSFA’s will be completed where necessary. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. There may be minor amounts. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to less than 1.0 % of 

the watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to BCTS standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Approximately 50% or more of the watershed is in private 
land. The crown land is in headwaters. There has been 
significant clearing of the private land with most likely 
significant direct impact to the aquatic resources. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Given the low level of planned forest harvesting (1%) , 
limited, water quality and potentially regime (if sites are 
disturbed-MSP) Possibly temperature 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 The natural processes are likely overwhelmed by private 
land clearing. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the site level, to address domestic water use – most 
likely without licenses. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 OBS or other water quality sampling methods. 
IBI has been sampled in the past; if it is working it could 
be continued. 
Temperature probes. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes 
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JONAS – WATERSHED 
Jonas watershed is located in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa River. It is 

1357ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No.  
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Adjacent to main stem and upper tributaries, remaining 

area is stable  
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Only with regard to the  area directly adjacent to main stem
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion has been identified as a possible concern 

with additional harvesting due to high road density, greater 
snow accumulations in openings, faster snowmelt and 
accelerated stream erosion. (Preliminary watershed 
assessment D. Maloney 2000)   

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate elevation range  
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Very few small lakes and wetlands, having minimal effect 

on the watershed 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Headwaters having a minor hydrologic influence 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mainly south 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate due to overall relief. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. None known of on Jonas or tributaries. 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Watershed assessment (D. Maloney 2000) 

T. Dykens S. Rysavy Operational inventory of water 
quality and quantity 1997 
Suspended sediment- Telkwa River Watershed 
1991 MOELP, fisheries branch, Victoria. 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Dolly Varden and 

Rainbow Trout.  (triton, 1998) Possible Bull Trout 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 

won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees)  
Reduced erosion due to Anadromous species in Telkwa 
River. 
 Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Dolly Varden, Possible, bull trout. (blue) 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Steep impassable gradient was observed in reach 2. Fish 

access beyond this point unlikely.   
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Unknown 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past logging amounts to 30% of the 
watershed. Road density and crossings are high. There has 
been extensive logging in the riparian area of the main 
stem of Jonas Creek.  Projected ECA from 2000 WAP 
27.2% 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Some 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. Sediment production should be limited. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. There is no planned logging in the watershed 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. None 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. None 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. None 

 
7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 None 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Possible to measure recovery of past impacts 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Could establish benchmark for recovery monitoring. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Channel assessment procedure to determine potential for 
past impacts. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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HEAL – WATERSHED 
Heal watershed is located in the Torkelson landscape unit, and drains into Babine Lake. It is 2805ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Moderate, some terrain class IV adjacent to main stem and 

in upper reaches.   
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Some, not overly abundant amounts  
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Localized  sediment delivery problems have been 

identified.(Watershed assessment field surveys, P. Beaudry 
and associates 2003) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate elevation range 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes, marginally. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. A few small lakes and wetlands, having some moderating 

effect on flows and sediment transport. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. One lake in the upper watershed and several small lakes in 

the mid to lower watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Some tributaries with a lesser amount of run-off.  

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. A recent large flood having severely disturbed the channel 
morphology of Heal Creek.(Watershed assessment field 
surveys, P. Beaudry and associates 2003) 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Heal Creek Watershed Assessment 2002 P.Beaudry and 
associates Ltd. Watershed assessment field surveys 
SCQI’s, P. Beaudry and associates 2003 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho, Sockeye 

Salmon, Bull Trout, Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout, and 
Kokanee in Heal creek  (triton, 1998) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small 
streams with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. 
 Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls. (Fish Wizard) 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Yes, culvert fish passage restoration. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Low water channel blockage, high flows, High temp. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes, many. Dave Bustard has copies and others listed on 
Fish Wizard. 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Partial barrier at culvert on main road, passage restored. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. The calculated ECA was 22.6 % as of January 2003 If 
proposed harvesting is completed ECA will reach 34.1 %. 
(P. Beaudry and associates Ltd.).  
 Road density and tributary crossings are moderate to high, 
however many of these have been deactivated. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Watershed assessment field surveys SCQI’s, P. Beaudry 

and associates 2003 
D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 

monitoring data) 
D. Localized limited  sediment delivery problems have been 

identified.(Watershed assessment field surveys, P. Beaudry 
and associates 2003) 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No. 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Historical riparian harvesting in combination with a recent 

large flood having severely disturbed the channel 
morphology of Heal Creek.(Watershed assessment field 
surveys, P. Beaudry and associates 2003) 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to aprox. 10% over 

the next 10 year period.(The whole of the proposed area 
will not be harvested) 

E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 
road building? 

E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 
which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Moderate to high 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 The lower reaches of Heal Creek have been moderately to 
severely disturbed, resulting in channel instability, 
additional extensive forest harvesting in this watershed 
could cause increases in spring peak flows and either retard 
the stream recovery process or if the harvesting was 
extensive enough, it could cause further channel instability. 
It has been recommended that the ECA value remain 
below 28% (or a peak flow index of 35%). The lower 
reaches of Heal Creek have a high sensitivity to significant 
increases in sediment supply. Risk of increased 
temperature as a result of harvesting. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes with sediment, temperature and ECA level monitoring. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the tributary level. Opportunities for monitoring the 
effects of proposed harvesting may be limited. Monitoring 
will be ongoing associated with culvert fish passage 
rehabilitation. Possibly monitor Anadromous usage. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording. Sediment survey. ECA level 
calculations. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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McKendrick – WATERSHED 
McKendrick watershed is situated in the Chapman landscape unit, south of Babine Mountain Park, 

and drains into both the Bulkley and Fulton river systems. It is approximately 16047ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, some, in upper reaches.   
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Some terrain class V above the upper reaches.  Some 

terrain class IV throughout 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, however not overly abundant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Localized surface erosion problems could be encountered 

with rapid run-off, in the upper portions of the watershed.  
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes, a minor amount, having little influence on the lower 

watershed. 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high.  
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes, marginally. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Little Joe and Five lakes in the headwaters and wetlands in 

the upper to middle portion of the watershed  
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Small lakes in the headwaters, and wetlands in the upper to 

middle portion of the watershed. The watershed touches on 
the extreme south end of Chapman Lake 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The majority of the watershed has a northeast aspect. Some 
of the tributaries have a southerly aspect. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes, tributaries draining portions of Cronin and 
McKendrick are dramatically different, having a much 
greater relief than the middle and lower reaches  

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. None known 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Some of the tributaries carry high levels of bedload. 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Skeena region Aquatic impact Assessments Bulkley and 

Morice  M.O.F. 
Rivers Ecosystems East 2000 field report  
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. McKendrick Creek, Dolly Varden and Rainbow trout. 

Little Joe Creek, Dolly Varden  (Fish Wizard) 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 

similar to Bull Trout. 
C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. yes manmade barriers (culverts) on Little Joe Creek, and 

Canyon with several cascades, falls and log jams 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. Culverts replaced for fish passage. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Historical fisheries data, SKR Consultants 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Peak flow issues with regard to the lower Fulton. 
Culvert fish passage. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Fisheries water license downstream on the Fulton. 

Water level and temperature issues. 
B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Outside the watershed. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. DFO Fulton spawning channels 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Water temperature, Fulton spawning channels. 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR, BCTS and Kayah development plan inf. 
Including NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and 
proposed logging amounts to 20% of the watershed. Road 
density and tributary crossings are moderate to high, 
however many of these have been deactivated. There has 
been significant riparian harvesting on the mainstem and 
tributaries. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. All roads produce a small amount of sediment; there may 
have been some sediment issues with regards to roads in 
the past. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Possibly with some of the tributary road crossings. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None Known 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested over the next five years 

amounts to less than 1% of the watershed 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Unknown 

 
7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Low 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None expected. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 N/A 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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HANKIN – WATERSHED 
Hankin watershed is situated in the Copper landscape unit and drains via Hankin Creek into the 

Copper River system. It is approximately 5256ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Low amount of terrain class V and a moderate amount of 

Terrain class IV 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very little 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion potential is moderate 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate throughout most of the watershed. There is 

extensive relief relative to a small amount of tributaries in 
the north portion of the watershed. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Marginally. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes Hankin lake, Cerber Lake and another unnamed of 

similar size to Cerber. Numerous wetlands   
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Hankin and Cerber Lakes in the upper portion and one 

unnamed lake in the lower portion. Wetlands dispersed 
along the length of Hankin Creek 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. South and Southeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes some of the tributaries have a significantly greater 
relief. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Unknown 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. DFO water chemistry data 1995 

DFO water temp. data 1995-2000 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout and 
Steelhead in Hankin Creek and in unnamed lake along 
Hankin Creek. Rainbow Trout in Hankin Lake. (Fish 
Wizard) Bull Trout (Sean Sharpe WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
 Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. 
  Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes a rock obstruction at 8 km. on Hankin Creek, 

impassable to all species. 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed in Fish Wizard. 
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I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Coho monitoring on an annual basis (DFO) 
Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventories 
(Triton 1998).  
Reconnaissance level inventories Cerber Lake (Klohn 
Krippen Consultants 1997) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 

 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using BCTS development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to aprox. 21% of the watershed. 
 ECA as of June 2001 18.9% projected to be 20.9%. 
Inventory of riparian harvesting as of June 2001, 0%. (P. 
Beaudry and associates WAP) 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. As a general statement all forest roads produce a degree of 
sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this watershed 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to aprox. 2% of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Low 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

  Increased sediment supply, however given the level of 
current and proposed harvesting and current riparian 
prescriptions, it is unlikely that sediment production will 
be more than a localized issue.  

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Sediment source mapping. 
Descriptive monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes 
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SANDSTONE – WATERSHED 
Sandstone watershed is situated in the Copper landscape unit, and drains into Copper River systems. 

It is approximately 1871ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No  
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Low  

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. There is moderate relief in the watershed. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. One large lake in the upper middle of the watershed. No 

wetlands of a significant size. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Upper middle providing a mitigating affect to peak flows. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. South, Southeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Operational inventory of water quality and quantity (2000) 

Operational inventory of sediment loading sensitivity 
models in Sandstone Lake (Beak International 1999) 
Many ongoing and historical studies in the Copper and 
tributaries. (Bulkley aquatic resource strategy) 

 
 
 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Cutthroat Trout, 

Dolly Varden and Rainbow Trout in both Sandstone Lake 
and creek.  (Fish Wizard) Bull Trout and Steelhead (S. 
Sharpe WLAP) 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Beaver dam 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many are available for this watershed. (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level inventories (Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. None 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. N/A 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using BCTS development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to 22% of the watershed. Road density and tributary 
crossings are low to moderate. A small amount of riparian 
harvesting was done near the mouth of sandstone creek. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested over the next five years 

amounts to approx. 4 % of the watershed 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Low 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Temperature, for Bull Trout. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording gauges. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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THOMPSON – WATERSHED 
Thompson watershed is situated in the Deep landscape unit, in the south end of the TSA and drains 

into the Bulkley River. It is approximately 2548 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Limited area of moderately unstable ground associated 

with the mainstem. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very limited. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No, given that there is no proposed harvesting in this unit. 

Localized surface erosion issues could arise from private 
agricultural land use. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Low 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. No 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Few lakes are present. Wetlands play a role in the upper 

reaches of the mainstem and tributaries. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. One lake and several wetlands exist in the upper reaches of 

the unit. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. No 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Reconnaissance inventory of Coppermine Lake (Klohn 
Krippen 1997) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Cutthroat Trout 

and Dolly Varden in Thompson Creek. (Fish Wizard) 
Coho and Steelhead up to highway 16 (T. Pendray)  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for Dolly Varden, both Dolly 
Varden and Cutthroat are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat trout and Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Culverts at highway 16 are impassable. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Yes, fish passage work at Walcott road.  
Impassable culverts at highway 16 are due to be replaced 
in 2004. Coho and Steelhead will have access to aprox. 7 
km of habitat up to Fish Pan Lake.  

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Reconnaissance inventory of Coppermine Lake (Klohn 
Krippen 1997) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998)  

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water supply / quality.  

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Various locations throughout the watershed. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown. 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. A rough approximation of ECA from ortho photo amounts 
to 28% of the watershed, this includes agricultural, urban 
and forest harvesting. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. No, inventories are ongoing to determine the proper 
prescriptions for roads. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Nothing with harvesting on crown land, however there 

have been major issues with diversions and riparian 
harvesting on agricultural lands. Impassable culverts on 
highway 16. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. N/A 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. There is no proposed harvesting on crown land in this 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 There is no harvesting planned on crown land, when 
harvesting is planned, monitoring will be required due to 
past private land issues and habitat restoration investments. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None, however if harvesting is planned in the watershed in 
the future, temperature could be an issue. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Yes at the site level, upstream/ downstream. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature probes. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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FULTON – WATERSHED 
Fulton watershed is situated in the Chapman landscape unit, east of Babine Mountain Park, including 

and north of Chapman Lake. It drains into the Fulton River system. It is approximately 25244 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Low through most of the watershed. The upper 25 % of the 

watershed has moderate amounts of terrain class V and 
terrain class IV. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, limited. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Accelerated surface erosion potential is rated as low to 

moderate.(Watershed assessment P. Beaudry and 
associates 2003) 
 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes some of the tributaries carry high bedloads 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes and wetlands are present throughout the middle and 

lower portions of the watershed, and both play a large part 
in acting as effective buffers against the negative impacts 
of possible increases in peak flows. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mostly Northeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Alluvial fan studies (D. Wilford 2003) 

Watershed assessment P. Beaudry and associates 2003 
Fulton River sampled for flow levels from 1967-1970 
(Water Survey of Canada) 
Fulton River sampled for temp, ph from 1995-1997 
(Triton) 
 Chapman Lake has been sampled for depth from 1967-
1970 (Water Survey of Canada) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Cutthroat Trout, 

Largescale Sucker, Longnose Dace, Sculpin (general), 
Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Lake Whitefish, Lake 
Trout, Prickly Sculpin, Rainbow Trout, Burbot, and 
Northern Pikeminnow in the Fulton River. and Cutthroat 
Trout,  Longnose Sucker, Lake Whitefish, Lake Trout, 
Rainbow Trout, Burbot, and Peamouth Chub in Chapman 
Lake. Many of the tributaries are listed as having various 
species (Complete listing available on “Fish Wizard”)  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Dolly Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. No 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Two dams on the lower Fulton outside watershed. 

Cascade, passable depending on flows. (Fish Wizard) 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. Fish passage inspections on all crossings in the watershed. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Temperature and low flows for the Fulton spawning 
channels. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many for Fulton River and various tributaries (Listed 
on Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory.  
(Triton 1996-1997) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Channel instability in Cronin Creek related to riparian 
harvesting. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. High recreational use on Chapman Lake 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 10 % of the watershed. The 
prorated ECA for the combined Upper Fulton, Nata and 
Cronin sub-watersheds has been calculated at 21% (W.A.P. 
for three watersheds in the Upper Fulton landscape unit. P. 
Beaudry and associates 2003), however this does not 
include all the area within the Fulton watershed. 
 Current and proposed road and stream crossing densities 
are moderate to high. There has been riparian harvesting 
representing 6.2% of the length of the Fulton, which may 
have caused some localized negative impacts, however 
overall the impacts have probably been small. This limited 
riparian logging has not caused any obvious stream 
channel instability. (W.A.P. , P. Beaudry and associates 
2003) There has been a substantial amount of riparian 
harvesting in the past along the smaller tributaries within 
the watershed.  
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B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. As a general statement all forest roads produce a degree of 
sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Yes, extensive riparian harvesting in the alluvial fan and 

lower four stream reaches of Cronin Creek in the 1960’s 
along with the diversion of the stream onto the road that 
parallels the mainstem, accelerated bank erosion and 
increased solar radiation to the stream surface. The quality 
of fish habitat was likely reduced as a result of these 
disturbances. There has been partial recovery of these 
streams. 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 2% of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Potential is very limited. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Temperature for lower Fulton spawning channels. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Potentially 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level impact assessment. 
 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Angular canopy density study. Temperature recording.  

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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LOWER NILKITKWA – UNIT 
Lower Nilkitkwa is situated in the Babine landscape unit west of Nilkitkwa Lake, draining into the 

Babine River. It is approximately 37628 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, characteristically the River has high TSS 

concentrations in spring from bank erosion and in summer 
from glacial melt. The River is turbid much of the year 
from glacial run-off outside the unit. Tributaries are 
generally clear. 

B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 
aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 

B. There is a moderate amount of terrain class V associated 
with the lower reaches of the main stem entrenched 
channel and in the upper elevation tributaries.  

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes there is a moderate amount. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. There is a moderate amount of high surface erosion 

potential associated with the middle and upper portions of 
the Unit. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Not in this unit but yes upstream in the Barbeau and West 
Nilkitkwa. 

F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Generally low – plateau terrain in the middle and West. 

Bait range along East boundary. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. A minor amount, not directly associated with the 

Mainstem. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes and wetlands are distributed through the middle and 

lower portions of the Unit. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow from unit – but influenced by upstream tributaries. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. ? 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Aquatic impact assessment (MOF2001) 

Survey of TSS concentrations (D. Maloney 1995) 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Mountain 
Whitefish, Rainbow Trout, Sockeye Salmon, Steelhead, 
Sucker (General), Unidentifiable Trout - only fry <70mm 
in length , Whitefish (General), in Nilkitkwa River. (Fish 
Wizard) Sockeye Salmon move right through the system to 
Onerka Lake in the headwaters. A few Chinook may 
spawn in the mainstem. Coho Salmon, important areas are 
the few low gradient streams mostly on the right bank. 
Steelhead also spawn in the low gradient tribs. 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. Sockeye 
spawn in streams that are closely associated with lakes. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Small low gradient tribs. On the right bank. 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Salmon escapement data 1960-2000. DFO fish sampling 
1985-1986. Biophysical stream survey fisheries and marine 
service data report. 
Preliminary environmental and social impact assessment of 
the Stikine/Iskut transmission system (Ian Hayward 1982) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Concerns regarding water quality led to MOF research 
investigations that found localized sediment production 
issues on small tributaries associated with roads crossing 
wet sites. Prescriptions were developed and implemented 
by PIR. The project also described natural seasonal 
sediment loads: spring snow melt – channel erosion and 
summer glacial melt. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past logging amounts 
to 13.2 % of the unit, however this does not take into 
account extensive old burn area that has not reached full 
hydrologic recovery. Estimated ECA could be as high as 
25%. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. As a general statement, all forest roads produce a degree of 
sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this watershed  

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Yes sediment production to small tributaries from roads on 

wet sites. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting amounts to approx. 3.3 % to 

2011. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Minor, localized to tributaries. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water quality. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site – upstream / downstream for forestry impacts. 
Watershed level to characterize natural annual water 
quality.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 OBS or other sediment monitors. 
Visual observations for turbidity for whole watershed. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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IR NO. 5 NILKITKWA – WATERSHED 
I.R. No.5 Nilkitkwa watershed is located in the Torkelson landscape unit, and drains into Babine 

Lake. It is 1688 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. There is a small amount of terrain class V in the middle 

portion of the watershed. All of the dominant soils types in 
the watershed have a surface erosion potential no greater 
than moderate. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. There is a low probability that there will be a significant 

increase in the supply of fine or course sediment to the 
lower reaches from forest harvesting. (WAP P. Beaudry 
and associates 2000)  

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No, however there are many beaver dams and wetlands 

associated with the lower reaches. 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Low 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. No 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are many beaver dams and wetlands associated with 

the lower reaches. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Middle and lower reaches. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. East 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. WAP (P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. No historical fish use information exists for this creek. The 

fisheries inventory, carried out by Triton environmental in 
1998, identified the presence of Coho Salmon and 
Rainbow Trout in reach #1. (WAP P. Beaudry and 
associates 2000) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. No 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Obstruction on the 4000 road and old road near the mouth. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No  
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Total forest harvesting amounts to about 38.9%, with a 
current ECA of aprox. 31.3%. Road density is 1.46 
km/km2. There has been approximately 3.0 km of riparian 
harvesting. The peak flow index is at 38.3 and projected to 
reach 41.7 The risk of experiencing significant increases in 
peak flows as a result of forest harvesting is assessed as 
high for this watershed; however the sensitivity of the 
stream channel to increased peak flows has been assessed 
as low. (WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000 and 2004 
PIR and BCTS development plans) 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Some 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
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F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 
logging? 

F. There are a few harvesting related sediment sources along 
reach # 7 and they are contributing to the instability in that 
reach. The potential for negative impacts to fish habitat due 
to the decrease in LWD recruitment as a result of riparian 
harvesting in reaches #3, #4, and #7 has been assessed as 
high, from a helicopter reconnaissance channel assessment. 
(WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000). 
Temperatures could be an issue in reaches 6 & 7. 
There is a perched culvert on the old road near the mouth 
blocking fish passage. 

 
 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed logging to 2011 amounts to1.2% of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Could aggravate stream temperatures. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water temperature. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Likely. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site and watershed levels. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Monitor stream temperatures at the watershed level. 
Establish benchmark channel reaches – impacted and 
potentially unstable. Repeat descriptions after major runoff 
events or every 5 years. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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FRENCH – WATERSHED 
French is situated in the Babine landscape unit west of Nilkitkwa Lake, draining into Nilkitkwa 

Lake. It is approximately 3171 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. None Known 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Moderate, class IV adjacent to portions of the main stem 

and some tributaries. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Some very minor amounts associated with stream gullies. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion potential has been identified as moderate, 

with no large sediment sources directly coupled to the 
mainstem or tributaries. ( Nilkitkwa #1 Watershed 
Assessment 2000 P.Beaudry and associates Ltd.) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes in the lower reaches between road and block due to 

Beaver. 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Overall stream channel gradient is low The elevation range 

in the upper 20 % of the watershed is high.  
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. The middle and lower reaches are visible. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are no lakes within the watershed. There are several 

large wetlands distributed along the main stem which will 
act as effective buffers against possible increases in peak 
flows and sediment delivery. Wetlands may also play a 
role as heat sinks.  

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. The wetlands are located in the middle to lower portion of 
the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. East 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Nilkitkwa #1 Watershed Assessment 2000 P.Beaudry and 

associates Ltd. 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. A fisheries inventory carried out by Triton Environmental 

in 1998 identified Dolly Varden in various locations within 
the watershed and good habitat for Bull Trout. Nilkitkwa 
Lake is recognized as having a significant fishery value. 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden, Bull Trout habitat has been identified as 
good. No Bull Trout documented in inventories.  

D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Replaced culvert with bridge for fish passage. WRP with 
channel evulsions. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Temperature due to aspect, wetlands and Bull Trout 
potential. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Culvert fish passage 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. No 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. N/A 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to 22% of the watershed. 
There has been past riparian harvesting at the mouth 
The calculated ECA in November 200 was 12.2%. Road 
density is moderate, stream crossing density is low, there 
has been no forest harvesting in riparian areas of most 
reaches in the watershed, however there has been some 
removal along an 880m length of reach 2 near the mouth of 
the main stem. (Nilkitkwa # 1 Watershed Assessment 2000 
P.Beaudry and associates Ltd.) 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Fish passage assessments. 
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D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. With the majority of 
slopes in this watershed <30% there is a low probability 
that there will be significant increases in the supply of fine 
sediments to the lower reaches. . (French Creek Watershed 
Assessment 2000 P.Beaudry and associates Ltd.) 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. In reach #1 of tributary #1 the tributary jumped its banks 

and created a new channel down the edge of block 523-03. 
The new channel shows signs of active bank erosion and 
poor fish habitat. An assessment of the channel change in 
2001 completed under the FRBC watershed restoration 
program, was inconclusive as to the cause of the change as 
the stream channel is situated on an active alluvial 
fan.(Enhancing Environmental Values Program 
Completion Report-FRBC 2001/2002) 
Ditchline grass seeding and x-drain installation to control 
sediment delivery. 
SCQI fish passage culverts. 
Three 1200cmp’s at main road crossing. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 7% of the 

watershed over the next 10 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 The risks of negative impacts to fisheries habitat caused by 
forest harvesting induced increases in peak flows, 
increased sediment supply, a reduction in the LWD supply 
and decreased channel stability have all been assessed as 
low for the lower reaches of the watershed. This is due to 
the stream channel type being relatively insensitive to 
increased peak flows, the low stream gradients and several 
large wetland areas in reaches 3 and 4. . (French Creek 
Watershed Assessment 2000 P.Beaudry and associates 
Ltd.).  
Temperature is most likely elevated given past harvesting 
in riparian areas and extent of wetlands. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Temperature for Bull Trout 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Yes at the watershed level. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording. Monitoring Bull Trout inventories 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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BOUCHER – WATERSHED 
Boucher watershed is situated in the Babine landscape unit on the northeast side of Nilkitkwa Lake, 

draining into Nilkitkwa Lake and the Babine River. It is approximately 14215 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Low, there is some terrain class V in the upper reaches of 

the watershed, however the majority of the watershed has 
little relief.  
 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. All of the dominant soils types in the watershed have a low 

to moderate surface erosion potential, however low 
channel gradients present a moderate to high hazard for 
deposition of suspended sediments and low flushing 
potential of sediments in the substrate. 
The level of risk for the lower reaches of Boucher creek, 
relative to an increase in sediment supply, has been 
assessed as very low due to the low natural sediment 
supply, the low road density and stream crossing density. 
(Boucher creek watershed assessment 2000, P. Beaudry 
and associates Ltd.) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Not in the lower reaches possibly some in the upper 

reaches. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive in the upper portion of the watershed, however 

the majority of the watershed has very little relief. 
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I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes marginally 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. yes 
 
 
2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes, there are many lakes and wetland areas which serve 

as effective buffers to the downstream movement of 
sediment and peak flows. 

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. Distributed throughout the middle and lower portion of the 
watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed has a very flat aspect in the lower and 
middle portions with a Southwest aspect in the upper 
portions. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No, however the upper reaches significantly different in 
relief.  

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. no 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. There may have been some temperature and ph sampling 

by Triton 1995-1997. 
1995 survey of TSS concentrations (D. Maloney 1995) 
Operational inventory of sediment loading sensitivity 
models Boucher Lake (Beak int. inc. 1999)  
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Pink, Coho, 

Chinook, Sockeye Salmon and Steelhead Trout at the 
mouth of Boucher Creek, Burbot, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly 
Varden, Lamprey and Mountain Whitefish. 1998 Inventory 
lists Rainbow Trout, Dolly Varden, Red Sided Shiner, 
Northern Squawfish, and Prickly Sculpin. (Triton) 
Bull Trout (S. Sharpe WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes 8 meter high falls in reach 4, barrier to fish passage 

upstream.  
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Many listed (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
Natuatin fisheries studies ( Donna McIntyre) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Possible sediment problems with bridge. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 12 % of the watershed. 
The calculated ECA in November 2000 was 15.6% (Van 
fire). No riparian harvesting occurred on any of the main 
stream reaches.  Road density and tributary crossings are 
low to moderate and many of these have been deactivated. 
Approx. 15 % of the area was disturbed by the Van fire 
(1958) however some of this area has reached full 
hydrologic recovery. (Boucher Creek Watershed 
Assessment 2000 P. Beaudry and associates Ltd.) 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Crossing assessment on main bridge 1997 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. There is a very low probability that the past and future 
harvesting activities in this watershed will significantly 
alter the natural sediment supply in Boucher Creek. 
(Boucher Creek Watershed Assessment 2000 P.Beaudry 
and associates Ltd.)  
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E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Sediment at bridge, corrected 1997 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 1 % of 

the watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 None 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 No 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 No 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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NICHYESKWA WATERSHED 
Nilkitkwa Lake, draining mainly into the Babine River It is approximately 35832 ha. 

 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes in the lower reaches. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Terrain maps have identified some highly sensitive 

erodable soils along Nichyeskwa Creek in the North and 
South sub-units and localized occurrences of class IV and 
V terrain in the more mountainous areas of the South sub-
unit. The upper sub-unit is stable. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very small amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion has been an issue if proper steps are not 

taken with regard to road construction and stream 
crossings. Erodable soils along Nichyeskwa connector. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes, one in the Southwest portion of the South 
Nichyeskwa sub-unit, but probably not large enough to 
influence water quality. 

F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. The upper reaches of the mainstem and the tributaries carry 
a moderate to high bedload. 

G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high, but wide valley generally 
disconnects slopes from mainstem. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes the mainstem and lower reaches of the major 
tributaries are visible on air photos. 

J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Few lakes are present, however many wetlands play a 

significant role in the watershed with regards to tributaries. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. A few small lakes in the upper portion of the watershed. 

Wetlands are located throughout the middle and lower 
portions of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed is split between a Northeast and Southeast 
aspect. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Generally more relief in Southern half of watershed. There 
is an identified sediment source on the right bank of mud 
creek in the lower watershed. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Operational inventory of water quality & quantity (2000) 

DFO water temperature monitoring report (B. Finnegan 
2000-01) 
Survey of TSS concentrations (D. Maloney 1995) 
Aquatic impact assessments (MOF) 
WAP covering part of the watershed. (McElhanney 1997) 

 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Coho Salmon, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Pink 
Salmon, Rainbow Trout, Steelhead Trout and Sockeye 
Salmon in Nichyeskwa Creek. (Fish Wizard) Bull Trout (S. 
Sharpe WLAP) 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. The Nichyeskwa is an important Coho Salmon stream, due 

to extensive low gradient areas and wetlands. Coho are 
found throughout the mainstem and tribs. to upper low 
gradient reaches. Other Salmon species spawn mainly in 
the lower reach. Steelhead would spawn throughout. (T. 
Pendray) 

E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 
land use) 

E. Cascade, FAST WATER FOR 16 KM., DEPENDING ON 
WATER LEVELS 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Many listed (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-97) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. ECA as of 1997 WAP was approx. 5.4 %.Approximately 
15% of the valley bottom encompasses a burn, age class 4, 
60 to 80 years old. This burn should be 50% to 75% 
hydrologically recovered. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Most in-block and spur roads in the west Nichyeskwa are 
winter roads and deactivation has not been necessary, 
mainline roads have not been deactivated. Most of the 
roads from the 1960’s and 1970’s harvesting in the east 
Nichyeskwa have been deferred from deactivation due to 
the dense regen cover and physical corrective efforts would 
have a net detrimental effect. (Babine watershed 
restoration plan, McEllhany 1997) 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C.  South Nichyeskwa watershed assessment and Sediment 
source survey. (Babine watershed restoration plan, 
McEllhany 1997)  
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D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. Sediment source survey’s conducted in South, North and 
upper Nichyeskwa sub-units showed six sites in the upper 
Nichyeskwa sub-unit requiring sediment control. However 
impacts were recorded as low in the watershed assessment. 
(Babine watershed restoration plan, McEllhany 1997) 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Some issues with localized sediment transfer. 

Monitoring of the upper Nichyeskwa bridge crossing for 
suspended sediments showed no increase in suspended 
sediments. (McElhanney 2002)  

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to 5.9% of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Stream temperatures could be influenced specifically at the 
site level. This could be a key factor for Bull trout and 
Dolly Varden populations. 
Water quality could be compromised through sediment 
transport at the tributary level. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Given the extent of proposed harvesting and current 
riparian prescriptions, it is highly unlikely that water 
temperatures will be impacted in the main stem channel. It 
is possible that small streams in logged areas may have 
elevated temperatures, but this potential should be 
addressed during layout of riparian reserves and special 
management areas. 
Sediment levels could be measured. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Upstream – downstream monitoring using recording 
stream temperature gauges and suspended sediment 
concurrent with road construction and use. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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NILKITKWA LAKE – UNIT 
Nilkitkwa Lake Unit is situated in the Babine landscape unit around Nilkitkwa Lake, draining into 

Nilkitkwa Lake and the Babine River. It is approximately 6022 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Limited, small amount of terrain class IV 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. This has not been identified as an issue with regards to past 

forest harvesting. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. There is moderate relief in this watershed. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. There are many different streams in this watershed; some 

are visible on aerial photographs others are not. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes, lakes both large and small, some smaller wetlands.  
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Nilkitkwa Lake forming the lower portion of the 

watershed, several small lakes in the upper watershed. 
Small wetlands in the lower portion of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Both East and West 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Long history of flow level autosampling (Water Survey of 
Canada)? 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. DFO water temperature data (B. Finnegan report) 

 
 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Pink, Coho, 

Chinook, Sockeye Salmon and Steelhead Trout, Cutthroat 
Trout, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Lake Whitefish, 
Lake Trout, Northern Pikeminnow, Prickly Sculpin, 
Rainbow Trout, Redsided Shiner, and Sucker in Nilkitkwa 
Lake and Rainbow Trout and Red sided shiner in some of 
the tributary streams. (Fish Wizard) Bull Trout (S. Sharpe 
WLAP) 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow 
slow moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing 
they are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Possibly high temperatures. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Many listed (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Yes ongoing issues with sport fishing and native food 
fisheries on the Babine river. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Community water source at Fort Babine may be affected 

by Nilkitkwa Lake. Domestic water use various spots on 
Nilkitkwa Lake and or it’s tributaries in the watershed. 
Sport fishing. 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Nilkitkwa Lake and tributaries. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 16 % of the watershed. Some 
riparian harvesting may have occurred prior to the 1970s  
  Road density and tributary crossings are low to moderate. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Old Nilkitkwa Lake road has not been deactivated and is 
non status. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Unknown 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None beyond PIR’s standard operating procedures. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No.  
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 6 % of the 

watershed over the next 10 years. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Limited, sediment transport could become an issue if 
proper measures are not taken during road construction and 
harvesting.  

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water temperature and sediment deposition for Bull Trout, 
Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
Sediment transport for domestic and community water and 
sport fishing. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording gauges, Sediment source mapping, 
Descriptive monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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BABINE – WATERSHED 
Babine is situated in the Babine landscape unit encompassing both sides of the Babine River. It is 

approximately 30039 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. The majority of the watershed is stable. There is a 

moderate amount of naturally unstable ground associated 
with the mainstem gully. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes associated with the mainstem gully. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. This has not been identified as an issue with regards to past 

forest harvesting 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are few lakes; however wetlands play an important 

in the watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes are situated in the upper and middle portion of the 

watershed; wetlands are located mainly in the middle and 
lower portions of the watershed providing some mitigating 
effect to sediment transport. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The aspect is split between a Northeast and Southwest 
aspect. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Long history of flow level autosampling (Water Survey 
Canada) 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Main stem and trib.’s sampled for ph and temp. From 

1995-1997 (Triton) Autosampling for temp. at several 
locations (e.g. 1951 to present at fish weir, DFO) 
Flow levels (Water Survey Canada) 
Operational inventory and development of sediment 
loading sensitivity models Twin Lakes ( Beak int. 1998-
99) 
Survey of TSS concentrations (D. Maloney 1995) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Burbot, Chinook 

Salmon, Chum Salmon, Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, 
Dolly Varden, Kokanee, Lake Trout, Lake Whitefish, 
Mountain Whitefish, Pink Salmon, Rainbow Trout, 
Sockeye Salmon and  Steelhead in the Babine River.(Fish 
Wizard) Bull Trout (S. Sharpe WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow 
slow moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing 
they are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. A failing box culvert replaced. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 
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H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
Many detailed reports have been completed in the past, 
Salmon escapements yearly. (Fish Wizard)  

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Yes ongoing issues with sport fishing and native food 
fisheries on the Babine river 

 
 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS and old SCI development plan inf. 
Including NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and 
proposed logging amounts to approx. 16 % of the 
watershed. 
 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Any harvesting in the watershed would entail a certain 

amount of gentle over steep terrain. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 6 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Moderate, sediment transport could become an issue if 
proper measures are not taken during road construction and 
harvesting.  

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water temperature and sediment deposition for Bull Trout, 
Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
Sediment transport for sport fishing. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording and Sediment source mapping, 
descriptive monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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BLUNT – WATERSHED 
Blunt is situated in the Blunt landscape unit, draining into Blunt and Harold Price Creeks. It is 

approximately 23098 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes in the upper reaches. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive Terrain class V throughout the upper watershed. 

Some terrain class IV in the upper watershed. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very little 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Some areas of moderate surface erosion potential are 

identified in the watershed. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes in upper reaches 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes in the lower reaches 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes, the wetlands play a large role in the watershed; 

however, the one lake does not. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Wetlands are dispersed throughout the watershed. The lake 

is in the lower portion on a tributary. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. This is a large watershed with a varied aspect, over half the 

watershed is South to Southeast, while the rest could be 
considered North. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes the Touhy. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Unknown 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Wilford? 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of  Steelhead Trout, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, 
Rainbow Trout, Burbot and Longnose Dace in Blunt 
Creek. Salmonid species are present at the mouth. 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Lower reaches of the mainstem. 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Four metre high falls and a section of 30% gradient. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Fish passage inspections have been completed on all 
crossings on the Fulton road system. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. High flows 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed. (Fish Wizard) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. None 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and old SCI development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 15 % of the watershed. 
 A small amount of riparian harvesting has occurred on the 
lower portion of the main stem.  Road density and tributary 
crossings are moderate and many of these have been 
deactivated. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No SCQI’s, fish passage inspections have been completed 

on all crossings on the Fulton road system. 
D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 

monitoring data) 
D. As a general statement all forest roads produce a degree of 

sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to Approx. 4 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Peak Flows affecting stream quality for Steelhead rearing 
in the middle and lower reaches. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Given the level of current and proposed harvesting and 
current riparian prescriptions, it is highly unlikely that peak 
flows will be impacted.  

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the watershed level.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Monitoring ECA levels. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. No 
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BULKLEY – UNIT 
Bulkley Unit is situated in the Bulkley landscape unit, draining into the Bulkley River. It is 

approximately 66729 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive but localized. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, but not overly abundant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. At the tributary level. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No, however the watershed is influenced by glaciers in 
neighbouring watersheds. 

F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Moderate. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive, the majority of the watershed has little relief, 

however small portions have an extreme elevation range. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes  
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes and wetlands are distributed only on tributaries 

throughout the watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Approximately half the watershed has a Southwest aspect 

with the other half having a Northeast aspect. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes Canyon Creek has significantly different 
characteristics. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Yes autosampled for flow levels 1946-2001 (Water survey 
Canada) Telkwa River autosampled for flow levels 1975-
2001 (Water Survey Canada) 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Unknown 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chum, Pink, Coho, 

Chinook and Sockeye Salmon, Steelhead Trout, Steelhead 
(summer run), Cutthroat Trout, Cutthroat Trout 
(anadromous), Lake Chub, Lamprey, Largescale Sucker, 
Longnose Dace, Longnose Sucker, Sculpin (general), 
Slimy Sculpin, Threespine Stickleback, Dolly Varden, 
Mountain Whitefish, Lake Whitefish, Lake Trout, Prickly 
Sculpin, Rainbow Trout, Redsided Shiner, Bull Trout, 
Burbot, Lake Chub and Sucker (general) in the Bulkley 
River. All of the lakes in the watershed are listed as having 
various species, while many are regularly stocked. 
(Complete listing available on “Fish Wizard”) Many of the 
small tributaries are also listed as having various species.  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Many of the tributaries of the Bulkley are listed as having 

obstructions. (Complete listing available on Fish Wizard) 
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F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H.  

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Many detailed and reconnaissance level inventories in the 
past and ongoing. (complete listing available on Fish 
Wizard) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J.  

 
 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water use throughout the watershed. 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Unknown 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Mainly private ownership, however does have intensive 
human activity and could be monitored for sediment and 
sewage. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. There are many public and private roads throughout the 
watershed many of which at times have produced sediment 
to streams. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Unknown. 

 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 1 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Private land use could affect water quality through 
increased sediment transport and sewage runoff. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level for sediment transport. Watershed level for 
increased coloform count. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source mapping. IBI sampling 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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COAL CREEK – WATERSHED 
Coal creek watershed is situated in the Copper landscape unit and drains into the Zymoetz River 

system. It is approximately 5338 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Moderate amounts of terrain class V. Areas of high surface 

erosion potential connected with the lower reaches of Coal 
Creek.  
Eleven large natural sediment sources. . (WAP P. Beaudry 
and Associates Ltd. 2001) 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Minor amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Yes unless adequate measures are taken to monitor and 

mitigate the effects of the many stream crossings and 
sensitive terrain that exists in the basin. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G
. 

Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 

H
. 

Relative relief of the watershed? H. Relative relief of the watershed is moderate and the overall 
stream gradient is low. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Marginally. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are numerous Lakes and wetlands dispersed 

throughout the Coal Creek watershed buffering run-off.  
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes are located in the middle and lower portions of the 

watershed. Wetlands are dispersed throughout the 
watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Watershed Assessment Procedure P. Beaudry and 

Associates Ltd. 2001  
Operational inventory of water quality and quantity (Rivers 
Ecosystems Eeast2000) 
Operational inventory of sediment loading sensitivity 
models (Beak int’l. 1999) 
Reconnaissance inventory of Bud Lake (Klohn Krippen 
1997) 
Stream survey and flight notes (MOE 1975) 
Was a sediment budget watershed for P. Beaudry in the 
1980’s but project not completed. 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout and 
Steelhead Trout in Coal Creek. (Triton 1998). The Bulkley 
TSA watershed assessment panel identified Coal Creek as 
having significant downstream fisheries value and 
watershed sensitivity. 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B.  Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 Dolly Varden require clean course substrate and are 
temperature sensitive 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Dolly Varden.  
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Unknown 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes, a 2m high rock falls. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Juvenile steelhead surveys (MOELP 1991-1994) 
Adult Coho enumeration (DFO 1998 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
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they been repeated? (Triton 1995-1998) 
J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 

present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Unknown 

 
 
 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. IBI  monitoring (Biologic 2001) 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. ECA at 10.7% and projected ECA of 13.0% by 2006. Road 
density was .78 km/km2. Crossing density was .92 #/km 
Recommended trigger levels for further watershed 
assessments, ECA 30%, Road density1.2 km/km2 and 
crossing density 0.6 #/km. (WAP P. Beaudry and 
Associates Ltd. 2001) Note: Crossing density may be 
lower as deactivated crossings may not be accounted for. 
No riparian harvesting was identified in the 2001 WAP, 
nor was any planned. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes? 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. A sediment source inventory identified that there may be 
localized problems associated with the production and 
delivery of fine sediments to the stream system. (WAP P. 
Beaudry and Associates Ltd. 2001) 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Possibly some localized problems with the production of 

fine sediments to the stream system. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to 2.4% of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to BCTS standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 An overview office assessment has determined that forest 
harvesting activities within the Coal Creek basin have the 
potential to increase the sediment supply to Coal Creek 
because of the numerous stream crossings and surface 
erosion sensitive terrain that exist in the basin there could 
be negative impacts to the aquatic environment. (WAP P. 
Beaudry and Associates Ltd. 2001) 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Suspended sediment 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Maybe (Beaudry had challenges with his sediment 
monitoring project because of mobilization of in-channel 
sediment) 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level – but should follow up on Beaudry (2001) 
recommendation for a field assessment of sediment 
production. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 SCQI should be completed, OBS or other water quality 
sampling methods. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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COPPER – UNIT 
Copper Unit is situated in the Copper landscape unit, and drains into Zymoetz river system. It is 

approximately 24109 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive associated with tributary gullies and higher 

elevation areas. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, however not overly abundant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion is a natural feature on the Copper River 

above MacDonnell Lake. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high, however a large portion of 
the watershed is within a limited range.  

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes the mainstem channel is visible on aerial photos 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes lakes and wetlands play a significant role in the 

watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes and wetlands are located in the upper and middle 

portion of the watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed runs roughly East West, between mountain 

ranges providing a split North and South aspect.  
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes Serb, Caribou and Lee all form separate watersheds 
with different aspects and run off characteristics, which 
would influence the lower reaches of the Zymoetz in the 
Copper watershed.  

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Aquatic impact assessment of rivers ecosystems. 

DFO water chemistry data 95 
DFO water temperature Silver Creek 1995-2002 
Operational inventory of sediment loading McDonnell, 
Dennis and Aldrich Lakes (Beak int. 1999) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Burbot, Chinook 

Salmon, Chum Salmon, Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, 
Dolly Varden, Kokanee, Longnose Dace, Mountain 
Whitefish, Peamouth Chub, Pink Salmon, Prickly Sculpin, 
Rainbow Trout, Sculpin (General), Sockeye Salmon, 
Steelhead, Steelhead (Winter-run), Unidentifiable Trout - 
only fry <70mm in length in the Zymoetz River and Coho 
Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Longnose Sucker, 
Peamouth Chub, Pink Salmon, Prickly Sculpin, Rainbow 
Trout, Sculpin (General), Sockeye Salmon, Steelhead in 
MacDonnell Lake (Fish Wizard)  
Bull Trout (S. SharpeWLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Extremely important Sockeye and Steelhead (plus other 
species) spawning habitat immediately downstream from 
MacDonnell Lake. Other important spawning habitat 
immediately upstream and downstream from other lakes in 
the upper system. Lakes, ponds and low gradient stream 
habitat are very important for Coho rearing. 
Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 
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C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. See comments in B. 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Several barriers noted on tributaries. ( Listing found in Fish 

Wizard) 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. Serb Creek redirected at the mouth. Former small hatchery 

at MacDonnell Lake outlet (Steelhead and Chinook) 
G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 

or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 
G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Monitoring of Sockeye stocks, Steelhead and Coho and 
many others listed on Fish Wizard. 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Many detailed reports have been completed over the past 
20 years and some inventories have been repeated. (Fish 
Wizard) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using BCTS development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to approx. 12 % of the watershed. There has been a minor 
amount of riparian harvesting along the mainstem, and a 
moderate amount along the tributaries. 
 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Unknown 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. TSFA’s will be completed as required. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. yes a moderate amount 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 2.5 % of 

the watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited due to the low amount of proposed 
harvesting. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water temperature and sediment deposition for Bull Trout, 
Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden  

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level sediment production 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Stream Crossing Quality Index 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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SERB – WATERSHED 
Serb watershed is situated in the Copper landscape unit, and drains into the Zymoetz river systems. It 

is approximately 16301ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Not to a significant degree 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Limited, a small amount of terrain class V is identified 

with the lower reach of the mainstem gully and also the 
upper elevation steeper terrain. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. A minor amount. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. A moderate amount of high and very high surface erosion 

potential has been identified in the operable area of Serb 
Creek. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high, however the majority of the 
stream has a low overall stream gradient. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Wetlands form a large part of the mainstem riparian area. 

There are few lakes in the watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Wetlands are present; adjacent to but unconnected to the 

mainstem. One lake is present in the upper portion of a 
tributary, and several small lakes are distributed along the 
valley bottom. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mainly Northwest with approx. 30% Southeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Three large stand level floods in the last three years. 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. IBI sampling in 2000 (WLAP) 

Sampled for temp. and ph  
(Triton 1995-1997) 
Operational inventory of water quality and quantity (MOF 
2000) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Dolly Varden and  

Steelhead in Serb Creek. (Fish Wizard) Bull Trout (S. 
Sharpe WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
Steelhead fry require shallow, slow moving water, but they 
move into faster and deeper water as they grow.  
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Rock (Fish Wizard) 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Serb Creek redirected at the mouth, to in crease spawning 
area in the Copper. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Natural factors are a detriment to fish. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Biological considerations for the Serb creek diversion 
project. (MOE 1979) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using BCTS development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to less than 1 % of the watershed. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Unknown 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. There is no proposed harvesting in this watershed. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. There is no proposed harvesting in this watershed over the 

next 5 years. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 None 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 N/A 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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SILVERN – UNIT 
Silvern Unit is situated in the Copper landscape unit, and drains into Zymoetz River systems. It is 

approximately 9890 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Silvern 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V in the upper reaches of the 

mainstem and tributaries. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. In general, no. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. This has not been identified as an issue with regards to past 

forest harvesting. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Moderate, Silvern. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Several small lakes and wetlands play a minor role in the 

watershed hydrology. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. The majority are in the upper portion of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Unknown 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Flow levels M3 ck. (Water survey of Canada) 

Water temperature Silvern Creek DFO 1995-2000 
operational inventory of water quality and quantity Silvern 
Creek and Passby Creek 2000 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout And 
Steelhead in Passby Creek, Coho Salmon, Dolly Varden, 
Sockeye Salmon and Steelhead in Silvern Creek and Dolly 
Varden in other tributaries in the watershed. Bull Trout (S. 
Sharpe WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for steelhead and bull trout.  Size of 
stream < 2m, won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the 
bull trout <13 degrees) 
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. 
Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Lower reaches of Passby and Silvern Creeks. Silvern for 

Sockeye. 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Cascade, Passby Creek at 3.5 km. 

Cascade Silvern Creek at 5km. 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. Steelhead fry release 81-85 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. High flows from rapid runoff could pose a threat to Coho 
and Steelhead populations in Passby Creek. 
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H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed on Fish Wizard. 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Unknown 

 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using BCTS development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to approx. 6 % of the watershed. Little riparian harvesting 
appears to have occurred . 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 1 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. None beyond BCTS standard operating procedures 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Stream temperatures could be influenced specifically at the 
site level. This could be a key factor for Bull trout, 
Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden populations. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Given the extent of proposed harvesting and current 
riparian prescriptions, it is highly unlikely that water 
temperatures will be impacted in the main stem channels. It 
is possible that small streams in logged areas may have 
elevated temperatures, but this potential should be 
addressed during layout of riparian reserves and special 
management areas. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the site level.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Upstream – downstream monitoring using recording 
stream temperature gauges 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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JOHN BROWN – WATERSHED 
John Brown watershed is situated in the Corya landscape unit, and drains into Bulkley River system. 

It is approximately 7893 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive, terrain stability mapping indicates class IV and 

V terrain throughout the watershed, and areas of high 
surface erosion potential. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes a substantial amount above the lower reaches of the 
mainstem. 

D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 
deposits) 

D. Surface erosion could be an issue if proper steps are not 
taken with regard to road construction and stream 
crossings. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Moderately high. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. High the elevation range from the top to the bottom of the 

watershed is very high. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Not significantly 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Some small wetlands in the upper and middle portions of 

the watersheds 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed drains east, however due to the relief the 

main aspects equally North and South  
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Yes 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Unknown 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Sampled for temperature and ph 1995-1997 (Triton) 

Autosampled for flow levels 1947-1949 (Water Survey 
Canada) Doug Johnson employed by DOT to design 
backwater structures for fish passage. (2003) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Pink Salmon, and Rainbow 
Trout in John Brown Creek. (Fish Wizard) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 
Cutthroat similar requirements to Dolly Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls, Height: 5m   Length: 0   Comments: Located 18400 

meters from confluence. Impassable barrier to fish moving 
upstream. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Yes, by highways. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI sampling 2000-2001 
Sampled for temperature and ph 1995-1997 (Triton) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Highway 16 culverts limited access. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water supply; community watershed. 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Near the mouth 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. IBI sampling 2000-2001 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to approx. 2 % of the watershed. Re-check with kayah 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Unknown 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No proposed harvesting planned. Re-check with Kayah 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. No proposed logging at this time. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Temperature and sediment levels, as they relate to Dolly 
Varden, Cutthroat and Salmonid use. Sediment levels for 
domestic water quality.  

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Given the extent of proposed harvesting and current 
riparian prescriptions, it is highly unlikely that water 
temperatures or suspended sediments will be impacted in 
the main stem channel. It is possible that small streams in 
logged areas may have elevated temperatures, but this 
potential should be addressed during layout of riparian 
reserves and special management areas. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the site level.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Stream temperature recording gauges. Descriptive 
monitoring. Stream crossing assessments.  

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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BOULDER – WATERSHED 
Boulder watershed is situated in the Corya landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River system. 

It is approximately 6098ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes a limited amount. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive throughout the upper elevations. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes above the lower reaches. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No coverage 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive, However the overall stream gradient is 

moderate. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are no significant lakes or wetlands. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. N/A  

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed is a narrow East draining valley with North 
and South aspects. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Unknown 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Unknown 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Dolly Varden, Pink 

Salmon, Steelhead 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 

moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls 2200m from stream mouth and three consecutive 

cascades. 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C.  

Unknown 
D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 

resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 1.8 % of the watershed. There 
may have been some riparian harvesting along the lower 
reaches of the mainstem. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Unknown 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. There is no planned harvesting in this watershed. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. N/A 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 N/A 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 N/A 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 N/A 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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CORYA – WATERSHED 
Corya watershed is situated in the Corya landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River system. It 

is approximately 8742 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes  
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. No coverage 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. A minor amount 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes in the lower reach 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. High, however the overall stream gradient is moderate. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There no lakes and few significant wetlands in the 

watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. N/A 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Generally East 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to high. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. IBI sampling (2000-2001) 

Sampled for temperature and ph 1995-1997 (Triton) 
Wilford 2003 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Dolly Varden and 

Rainbow Trout in Corya Creek. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

 
C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI sampling (2000-2001) 
 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Community watershed with new facilities constructed in 

2003 
B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. At mouth (apex of fan) 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using  PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 4.3 % of the watershed. There 
has been riparian harvesting on a portion of the lower reach 
of the mainstem associated with the private land and also 
on two of the tributaries. 
 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. There is no planned harvesting in this watershed. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. N/A 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very low 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Suspended sediments. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Site level only. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Stream crossing assessments. Review monitoring 
undertaken by Moricetown. IBI. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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DEEP CREEK – WATERSHED 
Deep creek watershed is situated in the Deep landscape unit, in the south end of the TSA and drains 

into the Bulkley river. It is approximately 8327 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes in the middle reaches of Deep Creek 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. There is a significant amount of ES area associated with 

the incised section of the lower reaches of the mainstem  
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes there is some gentle over steep associated with the 

mainstem in the middle reaches. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Given the low amount of planned harvest in the watershed 

surface erosion is not expected to be an issue, however 
localized surface erosion issues could develop from 
harvesting in the gentle over steep.  
Localized surface erosion issues could also arise from 
private agricultural land use. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes  
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Moderate 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Marginally in the lower reach. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Very few 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. A few small wetlands in the lower watershed, not 

associated with the mainstem. A few small lakes in the 
upper watershed having a marginal effect on the hydrology 
of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to Moderate. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Unknown 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Unknown 
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. No 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Water survey of Canada, sampled for streamflow, water 
level, suspended sediment concentrations, sediment 
particle size. 
Water temperature (DFO) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, Pink 

Salmon, Rainbow Trout and Steelhead in Deep Creek. 
Chinook Salmon only at the mouth. (Fish Wizard) 
Primarily a Coho and Steelhead system. Coho are present 
up to canyon. (T.Pendray) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Lakes, ponds and low gradient stream habitat are very 
important for Coho rearing. 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts.  
Cutthroat are temperature and sediment sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat trout. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Cascade in reach 3 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Historic Coho escapement counts. 
Synoptic surveys (MELP 1994) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998)  

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Riparian clearing for agriculture, livestock channel damage 
and drainage changes.  
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water supply / quality.  

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Various locations throughout the watershed. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Water survey of Canada, sampled for streamflow, water 

level, suspended sediment concentrations, sediment 
particle size. 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown. 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. A rough approximation of ECA from ortho photo amounts 
to 16% of the watershed, this includes agricultural, urban 
and forest harvesting. Agricultural clearing in the middle 
and lower reaches has left much of the riparian vegetation 
intact.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. No, inventories are ongoing to determine the proper 
prescriptions for roads. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Unknown. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. Generally the terrain is moderate here. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. TSFA’s will be completed where necessary. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. There may be minor amounts. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to 1.0 % of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to BCTS standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Limited due to the low level of proposed harvesting in the 
watershed, (1%), however harvesting in the gentle over 
steep could increase potential for surface erosion. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Suspended sediment 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Potentially but it could be difficult given the natural 
sediment sources in the watershed. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source surveys in gentle over steep. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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LOWER HAROLD PRICE – WATERSHED 
Lower Harold Price watershed is situated in the Harold Price landscape unit, and drains into the 

Harold Price and Suskwa river systems. It is approximately 31294 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes a limited amount. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V associated with the upper 

elevation steep terrain and a moderate amount in the lower 
elevation. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes not overly abundant amounts associated with the 
mainstem gully. 

D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 
deposits) 

D. This has not been identified as an issue with regards to past 
forest harvesting. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes to a minor degree. 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. High, the elevation range from the top to the bottom of the 

watershed is very high. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Minor lakes are present, wetlands are present throughout. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Upper and middle portions of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mainly Southwest, approx. 30% Northeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Yes one tributary on the Southeast side has an overall 
greater gradient and a Northeast aspect 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Operational inventory of sediment loading Camp Lake 

(Beak int. 1998-1999) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Burbot, Chinook 

Salmon, Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, 
Lake Chub, Lamprey (General), Longnose Dace, Mountain 
Whitefish, Pink Salmon, Rainbow Trout, Steelhead in 
Harold Price River.(Fish Wizard) Bull Trout (S. Sharpe 
WLAP) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
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(e.g., spawning and rearing) with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout.  
Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes multiple, natural. (Fish Wizard) 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Suskwa River Steelhead Trout: The 1977 Inventory, creel 
survey and life history characteristics study leading to the 
removal of a barrier on Harold  
Price Creek. February 1978. 
 Suskwa River Steelhead: 1982 Colonization of upper 
Harold Price Creek with Steelhead fry. 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed (Fish Wizard) 
Fish passage inspections on all crossings.(Silvicon 2003) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Many detailed reports have been completed in the past. 
Current reconnaissance level inventory. (Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. N/A 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and old SCI development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past and proposed 
logging amounts to approx. 6 % of the watershed. There 
has been substantial riparian harvesting along the upper 
reaches of the mainstem. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed  

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 1 % over 

the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited, stream temperature and stream bank integrity 
could be affected due to extensive riparian harvesting in 
the past.  

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 It is unlikely that the planned level of harvest will have any 
significant effect on water or aquatic habitat in the 
watershed. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes, temperature. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Watershed level. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Review riparian harvesting levels from standpoint of 
temperature and streambank integrity. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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KITSEGUECLA – WATERSHED 
Kitseguecla watershed is situated in the Kitseguecla landscape unit, and drains into the Kitseguecla 

river systems. It is approximately 56561ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. moderate amounts of terrain class V 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Minor amounts 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. History shows past issues with surface erosion due to poor 

road and crossing practices.  
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes in the mainstem and West Kitsuns. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. There is a significant amount of relief in the watershed, 

however the overall stream gradient is low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes  
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes, however they do not form a large part of much of the 

watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Upper reaches of Kitseguecla River 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Varied, approx. 50% is flat to slightly North, approx. 30% 
South and 20% North to Northeast.   

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes Kitsuns Creek has a greater overall stream gradient. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Unknown 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Operational inventory of sediment loading Jack Mold Lake 

(Beak int. 1999) 
 
 
 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Chum Salmon, Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly 
Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Pink Salmon, Rainbow 
Trout, Sockeye Salmon and Steelhead in Kitseguecla River 
and Bull Trout, Chinook Salmon, Coho Salmon, Dolly 
Varden, Pink Salmon and Steelhead in Kitsuns Creek. 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Clean, course substrate for bull trout.  Size of stream < 2m, 
won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the bull trout <13 
degrees) 
 Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden. 
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes a Canyon, cascade and falls. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed on “Fish Wizard” 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
 
 
 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. The ECA currently stands at 11.4%. 8.6% is past logging 
and 1.8% in burns. 1% unaccounted for. Past logging is 
concentrated in the northeast half of the watershed. Road 
density is .297 km/km2 above H60 line and .422 km/km2, 
below the H60 line. Riparian logging amounts to 66km or 
6.5% of the total stream length in the watershed. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Kitsuns – most in block roads have been permanently 
deactivated. Deep canyon and Kitseguecla – most roads in 
and out of blocks have been semi-permanently deactivated. 
Kits and Kitseguecla East – no roads have been 
deactivated. West Kitsuns – a few in block roads have been 
semi-permanently or temporarily deactivated, most are still 
undeactivated. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. Level one watershed assessment (Wild Stone Resources 
1995) 
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D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. Fifty seven sites were identified to be delivering sediment 
or with the potential to deliver sediment to streams in the 
watershed. All fifty seven sites were associated with poorly 
installed or maintained cut-slopes, fill-slopes, landings, 
culverts or bridges.  (Level one watershed assessment 
completed for Skeena Cellulose by Wild Stone Resources 
1995) 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. Kitsuns – road triggered and natural slides along Kitsuns 
creek have occurred within the past few years. 

F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 
logging? 

F. See above 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. (West Fraser) 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assesments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to 1% of the 

watershed. BCTS – Juniper Creek, West Fraser – Above 
Jack Mold Lake. 

E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 
road building? 

E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 
procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very low due to the low level of proposed forest 
harvesting. Refer to Kispiox TSA for recommendations 
and monitoring due to most of the watershed being in the 
Kispiox TSA. If Carnaby resumes activities this watershed 
should be revisited for monitoring. Note: There may have 
been some changes in the watershed boundaries. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 N/A 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 N/A 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Only if Carnaby resumes activities. 
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WEST NILKITKWA – WATERSHED 
West Nilkitkwa watershed is situated in the Nilkitkwa landscape unit in the north end of the TSA, 

and drains into the Nilkitkwa river system. It is approximately 16990 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, but only in upper reaches. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. A review of surface erosion potential ratings in the 

Nilkitkwa area (Weiland, Maloney 1997) shows some 
moderate to high surface erosion potential associated with 
the mainstem lower reach. The majority of the unit consists 
of course textured gravely soils with low to moderate 
surface erosion potential. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very little 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Due to the low relief in the operable area surface erosion 

should not be an issue. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H.  No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. High, however the overall stream gradient in the operable 

area is low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Numerous small lakes play a role in the middle reaches of 

the watershed. Wetlands play a significant role throughout 
the watershed 

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. Lakes are located throughout the middle to upper reaches. 
Wetlands are significant along all of the mainstem and 
tributaries. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Generally South-Southeast with approx. 20% Northeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Potentially, one is glacial influenced. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Aquatic impact assessment 2001 MOF 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Dolly Varden, and Mountain Whitefish in the west 
Nilkitkwa River. (Fish Wizard) Coho Salmon are present 
in low gradient streams of lower reaches. Probably some 
limited spawning and rearing in the low gradient areas & 
wetlands. 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls 30m high 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Possibly winter icing of spawning areas 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to 5 % of the watershed. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed  

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 3 % over 

the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very little 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Sediment levels for Dolly Varden. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes at the site level. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level, at the watershed level identify sediment sources. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Stream Crossing assessments. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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UPPER NILKITKWA – UNIT 
Upper Nilkitkwa UNIT is situated in the Nilkitkwa landscape unit in the north end of the TSA, and 

drains into the Nilkitkwa river system. It is approximately 18959 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. A minor amount along the Nilkitkwa River in the lower 

reaches of this unit, however the river is turbid much of the 
year from glacial run-off outside the unit. 

B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 
aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 

B. Terrain stability mapping has not been completed for the 
majority of this Unit. There is very little ESA ground 
identified on the forest cover.  

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Very little 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. A review of surface erosion potential ratings in the 

Nilkitkwa area (Weiland, Maloney 1997) shows moderate 
to high surface erosion potential in the extreme South end 
of the Unit. The majority of the unit consists of course 
textured gravely soils with low to moderate surface erosion 
potential. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes, below Barbeau. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. High from the East, however the overall stream gradient is 

low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Numerous small lakes play a role in the upper reaches of 

the Unit. Wetlands play a significant role throughout the 
Unit. 

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. Lakes are located throughout the upper reaches. Wetlands 
are significant along many of the tributaries. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Most of the Unit has a West aspect, however approx. 20% 
is South aspect and another approx. 20% is Northeast 
aspect  

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to Rapid. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes, channel changes below Barbeau, due to the glacial 
run-off and high bedload from Barbeau. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Possibly in the upper reaches – from Barbeau. 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. DFO water temperature data (1995-2002) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

in the mainstem, there may only be a few. Coho Salmon 
spawn near the outlet to Onerka Lake and in the one or two 
low gradient tribs., Sockeye Salmon in Onerka Lake only, , 
Steelhead in small tribs and outlet to Onerka Lake,   
Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, 
Rainbow Trout Sucker (General), Unidentifiable Trout - 
only fry <70mm in length , Whitefish (General), in 
Nilkitkwa River. (Fish Wizard and T. Pendray DFO) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. Sockeye 
spawn in streams that are closely associated with lakes. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Yes, the upper reaches above Barbeau and below Onerka 

Lake for Steelhead, Coho and Sockeye. An important 
tributary on the right side at lower watershed boundary for 
Coho and Steelhead. 

E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 
land use) 

E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Unknown 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown, stream is turbid much of the year. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Salmon escapement data 1960-2000. DFO fish sampling 
1985-1986. Biophysical stream survey fisheries and marine 
service data report. 
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I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Concerns regarding water quality led to MOF research 
investigations that found localized sediment production 
issues on small tributaries associated with roads crossing 
wet sites. Prescriptions were developed and implemented 
by PIR. The project also described natural seasonal 
sediment loads: spring snow melt – channel erosion and 
summer glacial melt. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR and BCTS development plan inf. Including 
NSR and SR excluding greened up, past logging amounts 
to 4.3 % of the Unit.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. As a general statement, all forest roads produce a degree of 
sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this Unit.  

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting amounts to approx. 5 % to 2011, 

which will bring the total harvested area to 9.3%. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 None at the watershed level, at the site level there is the 
potential for surface erosion. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water quality in small tributaries, in particular the small 
stream on the right side in the lower watershed that is an 
important Coho and Steelhead stream.. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level for land use, watershed level to characterize 
annual sediment fluctuations. The sediment from this 
watershed strongly influences fishing in the Babine River. 
The mainstem above Barbeau could be a reference IBI site. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Suspended sediments and temperature – upstream / 
downstream, particularly the lower tributary on the right 
side. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes 
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WEST NILKITKWA LAKE – UNIT 
West Nilkitkwa Lake Unit is situated in the Nilkitkwa landscape unit in the north end of the TSA, 

and drains into the Nilkitkwa river system. It is approximately 681 ha. 
 
 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Low 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Does large woody debris play an important role in the stream 

channel? (e.g., log jams with sediment storage) 
G. LWD plays an important role in maintaining stream 

channel diversity, habitat complexity 
H. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
I. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate 
J. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Some portions are visible in the middle and lower reaches. 
K. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. No lakes and only a few wetlands are present. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. A couple of wetlands exist  in the upper reaches of the 

watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H.  
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. This watershed is only inferred to have fish. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. N/A 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. No 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory. 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to 9 % of the watershed. Extensive amount of greened up 
old harvesting has not reached full hydrologic recovery.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed . 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments if necessary. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 2 % over 

the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Extremely limited-extensive old harvesting has likely 
resulted in elevated stream temperatures. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 None 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Watershed or site level, monitoring riparian recovery 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 ECA levels and stream temperature. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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CANYON – WATERSHED 
Canyon watershed is situated in the Reiseter landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River. It is 

approximately 26000 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, fine textured slumps and flows producing sediment, 

associated with the incised sections of Canyon Creek. 
Course textured debris slides and rock fall occur in the 
alpine areas of the Babine and Dome mountains, most of 
these slides do not reach a stream. 

B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 
aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 

B. Substantial amounts of terrain class V exist along the 
mainstems of Canyon and Ganokwa Creeks, with smaller 
amounts associated with the steeper ground in the 
Northeast portion of the watershed. Areas of high surface 
erosion potential have been identified along the mainstem 
of Ganokwa Creek and several areas in the general vicinity 
of Ganokwa Creek. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, however most of the gentle over steep is in private 
land and already under cultivation.   

D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 
deposits) 

D. Surface erosion hazard index is .54 (IWAP Weiland 1997) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Both Canyon and Ganokwa Creeks are decoupled in valley 

flats in their upper reaches and deposit much of the 
bedload from the upper watersheds in these areas.  Natural 
erosion in the canyon reaches generates a moderate 
bedload. 

G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
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H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Moderate, Overall stream gradient is low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. In the lower reaches. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
 
 
 
2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. A few small lakes. Wetlands are attached to the mainstem 

of both Canyon and Ganokwa Creeks 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Lakes at the headwaters of some of the minor tributaries, 

having minor effect on the hydrology of Canyon or 
Ganokwa Creeks. Wetlands associated with the upper third 
of both Canyon and Ganokwa Creeks play a large role in 
reducing peak flows and being sediment sinks.. 
(Evaluation of issues identified in the level 1 IWAP 
Wilford 1998)  

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Autosampled for flow levels. (Water Survey of Canada 
1973-1998) 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes, June 14 to 16th  1986   
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. Yes a substantial amount of the Northeast portion of the 

watershed was burned 60-80 yrs ago, however this was 
taken into account in ECA numbers.  

I. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

I. Autosampled for flow levels. (Water Survey of Canada 
1973-1998) 
Sampled for temperature and pH from 1995-1997 (Triton) 
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IBI sampling in 1997, 2000-2001 (WALP) 
Streambed sediment / suspended sediment assessment and 
chemical analysis.( 1997-1998 T. Dykens and Rysavy 
Operational inventory of water quality and quantity of river 
ecosystems in the Skeena region) 
Evaluation of Issues in the IWAP (Woolridge, Wilford 
1998) 
Impact assessment Canyon FSR bridge (Agra 1998) 

 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho, Steelhead 

and possibly Chinook are present up to approximately the 
Telkwa high road and Dolly Varden, Longnose Dace, 
Rainbow trout in Canyon Creek and Dolly Varden in 
Ganokwa Creek. Pinks may also be present.  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B.  Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Clean, course substrate for Dolly Varden, they are 
temperature sensitive. 
 Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Six meter high falls in reach 9 of Canyon Creek is upper 

limit of fish distribution in stream. 
Gradient in reaches 3 and 4 of Ganokwa could be barrier to 
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fish. 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Moderate to high suspended sediment load associated with 
moderate to high peaks- erosion of failing till in the canyon 
reaches. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI monitoring (Biologic 2000-2001) 
Reconnaissance fish and fish habitat inventory (Triton 
1995-1998) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance fish and fish habitat inventory (Triton 
1995-1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. There are numerous MOTH non fish passage culverts on 
Old Babine Lake Road  

 
 
 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water supply / quality; community watershed. 

Goble water license.  
B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Goble water license, approx. 4 km from the confluence 

with the Bulkley. Various other locations throughout the 
watershed. 

C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 
monitoring) 

C. IBI sampling in 1997, 2000-2001 (WALP) 
Streambed sediment / suspended sediment assessment and 
chemical analysis in 1997. 
 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. Unknown. 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. ECA levels including agricultural and urban land as of 
1997 were 12.7% <H60 line and 7.0% >H60 line for a total 
ECA of 19.9% for the watershed. Riparian harvesting 
amounts to 18.3km. Road density 0.6 km/km2. Peak flow 
index >H60 0.11, peak flow index<H60 0.06 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Three hundred meters of road in Burnt Cabin Park has 
been permanently deactivated, many non status and 
inactive roads exist in the watershed that have not been 
deactivated. Some are routing sediment to streams and 
some are not. The Dome Mountain road has a high level of 
ATV use which may affect sediment transport. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. Evaluation of Issues in the IWAP (Woolridge, Wilford 
1998) 
 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. Yes, but minor amounts. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. Yes, in the Onion and Ganokwa, many of these are from 
old mining roads.  

F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 
logging? 

F. Old logging and mining trails from the 1950’s may have 
contributed to rerouting of water and contributed to some 
slope failures. IWAP (Weiland 1997) Agriculture and road 
land use has had major impacts. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. Generally the terrain is moderate here. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. TSFA’s will be completed where necessary. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. There may be minor amounts. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to aprox.2.3 % of the 

watershed BCTS, West Fraser and woodlots. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to standard operating procedures which are 

designed to limit sediment production and other impacts to 
stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited, but with approximately 7 licensees there is a 
potential for impact. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water quality- sediment from surface erosion. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Potentially but it could be difficult given the natural 
sediment sources in the watershed. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 OBS type monitoring, SCQI’s on Agriculture, highways, 
range, exploration, and timber operations roads and trails 
for erosion. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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CASQUA – WATERSHED 
Casqua watershed is situated in the Reiseter landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River. It is 

approximately 6007ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V associated with the mainstem. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, all along mainstem.  
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. high surface erosion potential is identified in all areas 

adjacent to the mainstem and some of the tributaries, 
surface erosion should not be a problem if proper measures 
are taken at all stream crossings for sediment control. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Moderate 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. One lake and numerous wetlands in the extreme upper 

reaches. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mainly West and South 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid to moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. IBI sampling from 2000-2002 WLAP 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Pink Salmon and  

Rainbow Trout in Casqua Creek. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Pink Salmon require and abundance of gravel and 

relatively stable flows during the incubation period. 
C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. No 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls 1m high 800m up from confluence with the Bulkley, 

second falls 30m high 7km. up from confluence with the 
Bulkley. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. High flows from rapid runoff likely contribute to 
fluctuations in escapement returns. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Unknown 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-1997) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to approx. 1.8 % of the watershed. There has been a minor 
amount of riparian harvesting along the lower reaches of 
the mainstem. Road and stream crossing densities are very 
low. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 1% of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Extremely limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Increased sediment transport. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Given the planned level of proposed harvest and today’s 
riparian prescriptions it is unlikely that there would be 
anything more than localized sediment transport issues. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source mapping. 

 
 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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REISETER – WATERSHED 
Reiseter watershed is situated in the Reiseter landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River. It is 

approximately 16335 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class IV and V associated with the main 

stem and tributaries.  
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes significant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. There is a moderate probability that there will be a 

significant increase in supply of sediment to the lower 
reaches of Reiseter Creek. (P. Beaudry and assoc. WAP 
2001) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high, however a large portion of 
the operable area of the watershed is within a limited 
range. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Very limited 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Extreme upper reaches 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Generally South-Southwest approx. 20% Northeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate to rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. IBI sampling 2000-2002 WLAP 

Mainstem and tribs sampled for ph and temp. (Triton 1995-
1997 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Rainbow Trout, Unidentifiable Trout - only fry <70mm in 
length in Reiseter Creek. (Fish Wizard) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B.  Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. No 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Steep entrance at mouth prevents salmon from entering 

stream at low flows. Cascade 20.7 km. from stream mouth. 
  

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Salmon enhancement (S. Sharpe WLAP) 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Low flows prevent Coho access to stream at the mouth.  

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI sampling 2000-2002 WLAP 
Mainstem and tribs sampled for ph and temp. (Triton 1995-
1997 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-1997) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Coho escapement records show widely fluctuating 
numbers. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water use. 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Unknown 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. ECA was identified as 2.03 % in 2001, projected to reach 
7.3 % by 2009. (P. Beaudry and assoc. WAP 2001) 
Road and stream crossing densities are low. There has been 
no riparian harvesting to date and none planned. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. Slump associated with bridge construction on tributary. 
Successful rehab completed. 

F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 
logging? 

F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. Yes some harvesting is planned on class V terrain. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Following the guidelines set in the Reiseter SMZ2 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested is approx. 5.3 % of the 

watershed over the next 6 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Following the guidelines set in the Reiseter SMZ2 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 There is a moderate potential for an increase in the supply 
of sediment to the lower reaches of Reiseter Creek  

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Sediment levels with regard to Coho spawning and rearing 
habitat. Water quality domestic water use. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source mapping, Descriptive 
monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. No 
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ELLIOT – WATERSHED 
Elliot watershed is situated in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa River. It is 

approximately 6844 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. A minor amount 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Small amounts of terrain class V in the lower and upper 

reaches 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. A small amount in lower reaches. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion potential is high through a large portion of 

the main drainage. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive, however the overall stream gradient is 

moderate. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Not to a significant degree. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. One lake in the extreme upper reaches. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Mainly a North aspect. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow to moderate. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Water temperature sampling report DFO 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon and 

Dolly Varden in Elliot Creek. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 

with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Impassable Falls - AT 3.5 km 

 Impassable 8 meter falls in reach 2  
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Aquatic resource assessment (D. Bustard 1984) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Aquatic resource assessment (D. Bustard 1984) 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. No past harvesting. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. N/A 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. N/A 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. N/A 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. N/A 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. N/A 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 2.3 % of 

the watershed over the next 5 year period-at watershed 
mouth. 

E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 
road building? 

E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 
which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Given the planned level of proposed harvest and today’s 
riparian prescriptions it is unlikely that the proposed 
harvesting would have any effect on stream temperatures. 
Possibly increased sediment transport. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeated sediment source mapping, descriptive 
monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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GOATHORN – WATERSHED 
Goathorn watershed is located in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa river. It is 

18778 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, many. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive, but only adjacent to the main tributaries, overall 

the remaining area is stable. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes, however not overly abundant amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. This has not been identified as an issue with regards to past 

forest harvesting. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No. 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes, a huge impact from headwaters to mouth. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes. The side channels are particularly important during 

the freshet for fish. 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high.  
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes. It is possible that photos may be available from the 

50’s? 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes, but have a minor affect. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Headwaters – location and small size indicated that they 

have a minor hydrologic influence. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. North 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid in the Goathorn but less in Tenas. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes. Tenas and Goathorn are dramatically different 
tributaries. Tenas has lower relief, more moderate runoff 
and a stable channel. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Historical gauging stations were present but there current 
existence is in doubt. 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No.  The channel is naturally unstable – carrying high 
levels of bedload. 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many studies and background data is available through 
past exploration work completed by coal mine 
development firms. (Dave Bustard and WALP have 
copies) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Primarily in the main tributaries - not a lot of feeder 

streams are present. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Clean, course substrate for steelhead and bull trout.  Size of 

stream < 2m, won’t sustain bull trout. (temperature for the 
bull trout <13 degrees) 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes, bull trout. (blue) 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Yes, the side channels are particularly important during the 

freshet for fish. 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes. Manmade barriers (culverts) are present at places 

within the watershed. The natural log jams are fish 
barriers. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Yes. Icing conditions in spawning reaches have likely 
prevented Coho populations from utilizing this watershed 
to any significant degree. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes. Many are available for this watershed. (WALP and 
Dave Bustard have copies) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Many detailed reports have been completed over the past 
20 years and some inventories have been repeated. 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Domestic water users may be drawing groundwater from 

the fan at the mouth of Goathorn. 
B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Domestic water use appears to be by groundwater in the 

fan at the mouth of Goathorn. 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Yes – undertaken as a part of the coal mine proposals 

(WALP and Dave Bustard have copies) 
D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 

resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No. 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Approximately 17% of the watershed has been harvested, 
primarily in the lower portions watershed. Logging has 
been primarily on stable terrain. There has been minor 
riparian logging in one reach of Goathorn. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes. 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No. 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No. 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assesments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 2% of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

A. Very limited. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

B. Stream temperatures could be influenced specifically at the 
site level. This could be a key factor for Bull trout 
populations. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

C. Given the extent of proposed harvesting and current 
riparian prescriptions, it is highly unlikely that water 
temperatures will be impacted in the main stem channel. It 
is possible that small streams in logged areas may have 
elevated temperatures, but this potential should be 
addressed during layout of riparian reserves and special 
management areas. Monitor stream temperatures at the site 
level – small streams in the proposed harvesting area. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

D. At the site level.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

E. Upstream – downstream monitoring using recording 
stream temperature gauges. Given that the location of 
critical bull trout habitat is known, it is possible to 
determine the onsite or downstream effects of any land use 
related temperature change.  

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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HOWSON – WATERSHED 
Howson watershed is located in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa river. It is 

22930 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V in the lower portions of the 

watershed. High surface erosion potential throughout the 
upper and lower portions of the watershed. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes associated with the middle and lower reaches of the 
main stem. 

D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 
deposits) 

D. Yes surface erosion could be an issue due to the extent of 
high surface erosion potential. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes- in the lower reaches from erosion in Canyon and 

tributaries. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. Yes in the lower reaches. 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. High, however the overall stream gradient is moderate. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Middle 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast and Northwest 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate  
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No- except lake buffers sediment transport for tributaries 
draining into it. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes 
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. Yes approximately 10% of the watershed in the Northeast 

portion was burned 60-80 yrs ago, and should have reached 
50% to 75% hydrologic recovery.   

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes the main fan was included in Wilfords 2003 project as 
were several fans in the upper watershed. 

 
 
 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of  Coho Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Pink Salmon, Rainbow 
Trout, and Steelhead in Howson Creek and  Cutthroat 
Trout and Dolly Varden in Sunsets Creek. Cutthroat Trout 
in Mooseskin  Creek. 
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B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive and require clean, 
course substrate. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Dolly Varden. 
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Cascade at 3km and 8 m high falls at Reach 2/3 break. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Dave Bustard may have completed some studies in the 
watershed. 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past logging amounts to 1% of the 
watershed. Road density and crossings are low. There has 
been no harvesting in the riparian area of the main stem of 
Howson Creek or any of the tributaries.  Proposed 
harvesting to 2011 amounts to 4.4% of the watershed. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. There are old mining access roads which have not been 
deactivated and in some instances have redirected minor 
drainage patterns, however due to the age of these changes 
most have now stabilized in their new locations. 

C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 
assessments? 

C. No 
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D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. There may be some localized sediment production 
associated with old mining access roads in the watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. Unknown. 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 

 
 
6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assesments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting to 2011 amounts to 4.4% of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Generally limited. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water quality and bedload. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Difficult except at site level. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Repeat sediment source mapping in gentle over steep 
terrain- a possibility that should be explored. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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TELKWA – UNIT 
Telkwa Unit is located in the middle of the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa River. 

It is 16549ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V throughout the watershed. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. High to very high surface erosion potential has been 

identified over large portions of the watershed. 
Glaciofluvial, Kames. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No, moderate below Winfield. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Low 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are wetlands in the watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Wetlands are adjacent to the mainstem. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. The watershed drains East, however the valley contours 
present a divided North, South aspect. 

D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate within the watershed, however the upper Telkwa 
has a rapid run-off which influences the river hydrology. 

E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 
characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Yes, the tributaries to the North and South have a much 
greater relief and different run-off characteristics. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. Yes 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Level II professional assessment (Wildstone Eng. 1997) 

level I assessments (Sterling Wood group  
Suspended sediment studies various tribs. (MOF 1995- 
1997) 
Water temperature data report (DFO) 
Auto sampling flow levels (Water survey Canada) 
Sampled for temp. and ph (Triton 1995-1997) 
Autosampled for temp. (1995-2002 DFO, WLAP) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Coho Salmon, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Pink 
Salmon and Steelhead in the Telkwa river. 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 
Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. Telkwa ponds for Coho 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Telkwa river Coho pond monitoring project. 
Repair of Coho Salmon rearing ponds. 
 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed on “Fish Wizard” 
Culvert assessments for fish passage (Silvicon 1999) 
IBI sampling of several tribs. (2000-2002 WLAP) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-1997) 
Salmon escapements (1960-2000) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Unknown 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Possible domestic water use lower Telkwa River 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Near the mouth 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 
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5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to approx. 10.8 % of the watershed. There has been a 
minor amount of riparian harvesting along the lower 
reaches of the mainstem. A large portion of the main road 
is situated in the riparian zone of the Telkwa River.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Culvert assessments for fish passage (Silvicon 1999) 

 
D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 

monitoring data) 
D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 

have been identified in this watershed, however the glacial 
influence can deliver sediment to the River in mid summer 
from high temperature glacier melting and high rainfall 
events. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. Yes the river undercutting and eroding the fill slopes on the 

Telkwa River FSR. Stream bank rip-rapped to protect road 
1999. Chanellized erosion on kame slopes. Road 
deactivation. 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to aprox. 2 % of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Limited, given the planned level of proposed harvest and 
today’s riparian prescriptions. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Increased sediment transport associated with roads. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Only if severe, unlikely due to age of road. Sediment issues 
have been addressed successfully in the past. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level sediment monitoring techniques. 
It may be possible to monitor the correlation between 
weather and sediment loading from glacier melt at the 
watershed level. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Sediment source mapping, descriptive monitoring. 
Possibly a weather station in the upper Telkwa to monitor 
rain and temperature, in conjunction with visual 
observations of turbidity levels. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. No 
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UPPER TELKWA – UNIT 
Upper Telkwa Unit is located in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa River. It is 

11424 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. A moderate amount of terrain class V in the middle and 

upper portions of the watershed. An extensive amount of 
high surface erosion potential throughout the middle and 
lower portion of the unit 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Yes surface erosion could be an issue due to the extent of 

high surface erosion potential. 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes, very active tributaries. 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. High, however the overall stream gradient is low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are extensive wetlands in the unit. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Wetlands are located throughout the middle and lower 

portion of the unit, however they have a minor effect on 
the hydrologic characteristics of the main stem, but they do 
store sediment and reduce transport to some tributaries.  

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast, with some large portions facing Southeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. In the lower watershed. 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes 
H. Have natural disturbances influenced the forest cover.(e.g. 

wildfires, insect epidemics, windthrow) 
H. No 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. The lower Telkwa River has had : 
Sampling for suspended sediment (MOF1990-1995) 
Autosampled for flow levels (Water survey of Canada 
1975-2001) 
Autosampled for temperature (DFO, WALP 1995-2002) 
Sampled for temperature and pH (Triton 1995-1997) 
Fan studies on various tributaries. (Wilford 2002-2003) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Coho Salmon, Dolly Varden, Mountain Whitefish, Pink 
Salmon and Steelhead in the Telkwa river.  

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Dolly Vardens are temperature sensitive. 
Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D.  Important Coho spawning and rearing area in clear water 

channels upstream of Milk creek, also important for 
Steelhead. Chinook spawning in mainstem. 

E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 
land use) 

E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Not in this unit. 
Telkwa river Coho pond monitoring project. 
Repair of Coho Salmon rearing ponds. 
 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. Yes many listed on “Fish Wizard” 
IBI sampling of several tribs. (2000-2002 WLAP) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-1997) 
Salmon escapements (1960-2000) 
Coho escapements counted annually to 2004 (DFO) 
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J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Unknown 

 
 
 
4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Possible domestic water use lower Telkwa River 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. Near the mouth 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. There has been no harvesting to date in the Upper Telkwa 
Unit. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. There are no roads in the unit. 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. N/A 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. N/A 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. N/A 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The proposed harvesting amounts to approx. 3.2 % of the 

Unit to 2011. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Limited to sediment production from areas identified as 
prone to surface erosion. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Water quality, suspended sediments. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes, at site level. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Upstream – downstream OBS or other methods of 
monitoring suspended sediments. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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WEST BABINE – UNIT 
West Babine unit is located in the Torkelson landscape unit, and drains into Babine Lake.  

It is 11074 ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. There is a moderate amount of terrain class V associated 

with stream 480-488800 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes associated with stream 480-488800 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion potential has been described as moderate 

(P. Beaudry and assoc. Combined Tsak Creek, Wtsd 4888, 
and 6 residual WAP’s 2002) 
 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Relative relief is low; a small portion of the upper 

watershed has a greater relief. Overall stream gradients are 
low. 

I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Marginally 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Middle and lower, Lakes and wetlands on Tsak Creek play 

a large role in mitigating the effects of peak flows and 
sediment transport. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. East 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. Stream 480-488800 does not have the lakes and wetlands 
that Tsak does and it has a greater overall gradient. 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. No 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Coho Salmon, 

Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Rainbow Trout 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 

with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout.  
Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Falls and beaver dam on Stream  480-488800 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Low flows may create access problems at the mouth of 
Tsak and Stream 480-488800. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H.  Assessment of Rainbow Trout recruitment from streams 
tributary to Babine Lake. 1989 report for B.C. M.O.E. 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1996-1997) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. None 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. The prorated ECA was calculated as 9.36 % from the 
combined Tsak Creek, Wtsd 4888, and 6 residual WAP’s, 
projected to reach 12.26 % by 2009. (P. Beaudry and 
assoc. WAP 2002) 
there has been a moderate amount of riparian harvesting on 
both Tsak Creek and Stream  480-488800 
Road and stream crossing densities are low  
 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. no 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 5 % of 

the watershed over the next 5 year period. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Sediment levels with regard to Coho spawning and rearing 
habitat. Water temperature and sediment deposition for 
Bull Trout, Cutthroat Trout and Dolly Varden. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature recording and repeated sediment source 
mapping, descriptive monitoring. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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TOBOGGAN – WATERSHED 
Toboggan watershed is located in the Trout landscape unit, and drains into the Bulkley River It is 

11048ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. High in the upper elevation areas, the majority of the 

operable ground is stable. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Minor amounts. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. Surface erosion potential has been rated as low to 

moderate. (WAP Madrone consultants 1997) 
E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes for the upper portion to fan apex and across fan at the 

foot of Hudson Bay Mountain. In the open Bulkley Valley 
this stream does not carry excessive bedload. 

G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive, however most of the overall stream gradient is 

low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. One lake in the middle portion, wetlands throughout the 

middle and lower portions of the watershed. 
C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Moderate 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. In the upper reaches, 2 debris floods in the past 50 years. 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Water temperature data DFO 1995-2002 

IBI monitoring 2000-2001 (BioLogic consulting) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Chinook Salmon, 

Coho Salmon, Cutthroat Trout, Dolly Varden, Lamprey 
(General), Longnose Sucker, Mountain Whitefish, Pink 
Salmon, Rainbow Trout, Sockeye Salmon, Steelhead, 
Steelhead (Summer-run), Unidentifiable Trout - only fry 
<70mm in length and Whitefish (General) in Toboggan 
Creek 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Steelhead, medium to large streams with shallow slow 
moving water. Due to their extended period of rearing they 
are particularly vulnerable to adverse habitat impacts. 
Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive, requirements are 
similar to Bull Trout. 
 Cutthroat similar requirements to Bull Trout and Dolly 
Varden.  
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. The lower reaches of Toboggan Creek, the Toboggan 

Creek fish hatchery Toboggan Lake 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Reaches 3 and 5 have very steep gradients. Tributaries in 

these reaches classed as non-fish bearing due to the 
extreme gradient. 5 meter falls at location of reach break 
between reaches 1 and 2.  No fish caught above this 
barrier, Dolly Varden were caught directly below the falls. 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. Toboggan Creek fish hatchery and counting fence. 
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G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. No 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. There have been many studies conducted in the Toboggan 
Creek watershed (SKR Consultants, 1995; Taylor, 1995; 
Saimoto, 1994; Simpson, 1991) 
IBI monitoring 2000-2001 (BioLogic consulting) 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Salmon escapements 1950-2000 
Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. Heavy sport fishing pressure on Coho populations and a 
culvert at highway 16 that obstructs passage at low water. 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Less than 4 % of the Toboggan Creek stream length has 
been logged to one or both banks. Weighted ECA was 
calculated at 3 % in 1997 (WAP Madrone consultants) The 
above statement does not take into account the extensive 
private land clearing in the lower portion of the watershed 
including significant riparian area clearing.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Most 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. Slide on Glacier Creek road. 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. There were sediment issues with Toboggan Creek and the 

old mining exploration access road. Corrected 2002 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes to a minor degree. 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to less than 1% of the 

watershed over the next 5 year period. 
The projected weighted ECA for the watershed to 2004 
from a WAP completed in 1997 was 7 % . (WAP Madrone 
consultants 1997) 

E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 
road building? 

E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 
which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Very limited 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Increased sediment transport. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes, however given the planned level of proposed harvest 
and today’s riparian prescriptions it is unlikely that there 
would be anything more than localized sediment transport 
issues. 
 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Site level 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Sediment source mapping, descriptive monitoring, Stream 
crossing assessments. 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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BARBEAU – WATERSHED 
Barbeau watershed is situated in the Nilkitkwa landscape unit in the north end of the TSA, and 

drains into the Nilkitkwa river system. It is approximately 8579ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes in the upper reaches. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Terrain stability mapping has not been completed for the 

majority of this Unit. There is very little ESA ground 
identified on the forest cover. 

C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Yes some in the South portion of the watershed, however 
the quality of the timber is too low to harvest.  

D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 
deposits) 

D. A review of surface erosion potential ratings in the 
Nilkitkwa area (Weiland, Maloney 1997) shows that the 
majority of the unit consists of course textured gravely 
soils with low to moderate surface erosion potential. 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. Yes 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. Yes 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. High, however the overall stream gradient is low. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes some lakes and wetlands are present in the watershed, 

however they do not play a large role in the hydrology of 
the watershed. 

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. In the lower and middle reaches. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. South-Southeast. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid, glacial melt dominated. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes – related to bedload and glacial melt – a transport 
limited system. 

H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. Historical inf. Indicates the presence of Dolly Varden in 

Barbeau Creek. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Dolly Vardens require clean, course substrate and are 

temperature sensitive. 
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes, Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes a 7m high falls 13km from the confluence with the 

Nilkitkwa River. 
F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 

the watershed? 
F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. There has been no harvesting in this watershed to date. 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. There are no roads in this watershed. 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. N/A 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. N/A 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. N/A 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. N/A 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. N/A 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. N/A 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. N/A 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. There is no harvesting proposed for this watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. N/A 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 N/A 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 N/A 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 N/A 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Only to develop a baseline prior to any development.  

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Approaches must consider natural sediment loads, bedload 
movement and cold water temperatures. (i.e. IBI may not 
be a monitoring option. Selection of indicators should also 
consider the limited extent of commercial forests and the 
generally coarse textured nature of the soils. (i.e. changes 
to runoff and sediment production should be limited) 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes 
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BAIRNSFATHER – WATERSHED 
Bairnsfather is situated in the Babine landscape unit west of Nilkitkwa lake, draining into the Babine 

river. It is approximately 2622 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. There is a minor amount of terrain class V in the 

watershed. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. A minor amount. 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. All of the dominant soil types in the watershed have a low 

to moderate surface erosion potential. The risk to the 
aquatic resource and fisheries habitat has been assessed as 
low. (WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Low to Moderate in the back end. 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Yes in the lower half. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. One Lake and a few small wetlands having a low to 

moderate effect. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. The Lake is situated in the upper portion of the watershed 

and the wetlands are distributed through the middle and 
upper portion of the watershed. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Northeast 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. (WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 

Skeena/ Lakes operational inventory and development of 
sediment loading sensitivity models (Beak int’l 1999) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. No historical fish use information exists for this creek. The 

fisheries inventory, carried out by Triton environmental in 
1998, identified the presence of Dolly Varden and 
Rainbow Trout in various locations within the watershed. 
(WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Dolly Varden require clean, course substrate and are 
temperature sensitive. 
 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes, Dolly Varden. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Unknown 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A.  Total forest harvesting amounts to about 17%,ECA 
14.5%, road density .65 km/km2, 550 meters of riparian 
harvesting. (WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 
 

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed logging to 2011 amounts to 1.6% of the 

watershed. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Low 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 N/A 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 No 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 N/A 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 N/A 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. N/A 
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CLOTA – WATERSHED 
Clota is situated in the Babine landscape unit west of Nilkitkwa Lake, draining into the Babine river. 

It is approximately 1750 ha. 
QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. No 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Terrain stability and sediment source coverage shows no 

unstable terrain or high surface erosion potential. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. No 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. There is a very low probability that the past and proposed 

forest harvesting activities in this watershed will 
significantly alter the natural sediment supply in Clota 
Creek. (WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. No 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? G. No 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? H. Low 
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? I. Marginally in the lower reaches. 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? J. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. Yes both Lakes and wetlands play a significant role in the 

hydrology of the watershed. 
B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 

watershed? 
B. Two lakes are located in the middle portion of the 

watershed. Several wetlands are situated along the middle 
portions of the main stem. Watershed boundaries may need 
to be re-visited. Temperature may be a natural issue. 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. Southwest. 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Slow. 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. No 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. Aquatic impact assessment (MOF 2001) 

 
 
 
3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. No historical fish use information exists for this creek. The 

fisheries inventory, carried out by Triton environmental in 
1998, identified the presence of Dolly Varden, Coho and 
Rainbow Trout in various locations within the watershed. 
(WAP P. Beaudry and associates 2000) 
Burbot, Cutthroat Trout, Longnose Dace, Northern 
Pikeminnow and Redsided Shiner are all listed in Clota 
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Lake (MSRM 1997 reconnaissance inventory) 
Possibility of Sockeye Salmon and Kokanee in the lower 
portion of the stream. (T. Pendray) 

B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 
(e.g., spawning and rearing) 

B. Dolly Varden require clean, course substrate and are 
temperature sensitive. 
Coho require beaver ponds, small lakes, or small streams 
with relatively slow waters for rearing areas.  

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes, Dolly Varden and Cutthroat Trout. 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. No 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. Possibility of temperature sensitivity due to slow run-off, 
lakes and South aspect. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. No 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton 1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No  
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. Unknown 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Total forest harvesting amounts to about 7.7%. Road 
density is .43 km/km2. There has been no riparian 
harvesting.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Yes 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. No 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. No specific issues relating to roads producing sediment 
have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. No 
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. None 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. No 
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. Proposed logging to 2011 amounts to2.3% of the 

watershed. This will bring the total harvested area to 10%. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR and BCTS standard operating 

procedures which are designed to limit sediment 
production and other impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Could have potential temperature issues. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Temperature, at the site and watershed levels. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 Yes. 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 At the watershed level to develop a baseline. Site level to 
monitor harvesting effects. 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Temperature probes. 

  
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. 
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ARNETT – WATERSHED 
Arnett watershed is located in the Telkwa landscape unit, and drains into the Telkwa River. It is 

5031ha. 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1. GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A. Do natural landslides run into streams? A. Yes, but upper watershed is disconnected- wide valley with 

low gradient stream. 
B. What is the extent of naturally unstable terrain? (e.g., using 

aerial photos of ESA, terrain stability of sediment source maps) 
B. Extensive terrain class V associated with the main stem. 

Higher surface erosion potential above the upper reaches. 
C. Does the watershed have “gentle over steep” terrain? C. Extensive associated with the main stem gully 
D. Is surface erosion likely to be an issue? (e.g., lacustrine 

deposits) 
D. No 

E. Are glaciers present in the watershed? E. No 
F. Does the stream channel carry a high bedload? F. Yes 
G. Are there multiple channels or back / side channels? H. Yes in the lower reaches. 
H. Relative relief of the watershed? I. Extensive…The elevation range from the top to the bottom 

of the watershed is very high.  
I. Is the stream channel visible on aerial photographs? J. Yes 
J. Are historical aerial photographs available? K. Yes 
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2. HYDROLOGY 
A. Are lakes or wetlands present in the watershed? A. There are no lakes or wetlands of significant size in the 

watershed. The riparian areas of the upper reaches are low 
gradient providing a mitigating effect on sediment 
transport. 

B. Location of lakes / wetlands – upper, middle, lower 
watershed? 

B. N/A 

C. Aspect of the watershed? C. North and East 
D. Run-off characteristics – rapid, moderate, slow? D. Rapid 
E. Are there major tributaries with significantly different 

characteristics? (e.g., relief, erosion in watershed, stream 
channels) 

E. No 

F. Are gauging stations present in the watershed or adjacent 
watersheds? 

F. No 

G. Have there been recent, large destabilizing peak flows? G. Yes 
H. Are there past hydrologic studies? (e.g., professional reports, 

inventories, monitoring) 
H. As part of alluvial fan study ( D.Wilford 2003) 
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3. FISHERIES 
A. Where are fish located in the watershed? A. A fisheries inventory carried out by Triton Environmental 

in 1998 identified Dolly Varden within the watershed. 
B. What are the key habitat requirements of the species present? 

(e.g., spawning and rearing) 
B. Dolly Varden are temperature sensitive. 

C. Are red or blue listed species present? C. Yes Dolly Varden 
D. Have critical habitats been identified? D. No 
E. Are there any known fish barriers? (e.g., natural or related to 

land use) 
E. Yes a 2 meter cascade 

F. Have habitat investments been planned or implemented in 
the watershed? 

F. No 

G. Do natural factors limit or pose a threat to fisheries? (e.g., low 
or high flows, high temperatures, winter icing of spawning areas) 

G. High flows and bedloading on the fan. 

H. Are there past fisheries studies? (e.g., professional reports, 
inventories, monitoring) 

H. IBI monitoring (Biologic consulting ltd. 2002) 
Historical fisheries data collected by SKR consultants 

I. What is the level of detail of current inventories and have 
they been repeated? 

I. Reconnaissance level fish and fish habitat inventory 
(Triton1998) 
 

J. Has there been a history of issues with the fish species 
present? (e.g., related to land use in the watershed, escapement)  
Specify the issues. 

J. No 
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4. OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES 
A. What other aquatic resources are present in the watersheds – 

domestic water, blue or red listed aquatic life forms? 
A. Unknown 

B. Location of the resources within the watershed? B. N/A 
C. Are there past studies? (e.g., professional reports, inventories, 

monitoring) 
C. No 

D. Has there been a history of issues regarding other aquatic 
resources? (e.g., low flows, land use, over-commitment of 
resources through licensing or use) 

D. No 

 
5. PAST FOREST HARVESTING 
A. What is the extent and location of past logging? (e.g., factors 

calculated for watershed assessments - % watershed logged, 
current equivalent clearcut area, road density, extent of riparian 
logging, site preparation methods) 

A. Using PIR’s development plan inf. Including NSR and SR 
excluding greened up, past and proposed logging amounts 
to 6 % of the watershed. There has been no riparian 
harvesting in the watershed. Road density and stream 
crossing density are low.  

B. Have non-status and inactive roads been deactivated? B. Non status inactive roads have stabilized. 
C. Has there been stream quality crossing or similar 

assessments? 
C. Bridge on main road assessed (D. Wilford 2003) 

D. Are roads producing sediment to streams? (e.g., observed or 
monitoring data) 

D. As a general statement all forest roads produce a degree of 
sediment however no specific issues relating to roads 
producing sediment have been identified in this watershed. 

E. Have there been landslides from roads or logged areas? E. No 
F. Has there been water resource issues associated with past 

logging? 
F. No 
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6. PROPOSED FOREST HARVESTING 
A. Will unstable terrain be logged or roaded? A. In general no, however small portions of blocks or roads 

may encroach on terrain class 4 types. Some blocks  
B. What special measures or prescriptions are planned? B. Geoscientists or engineers will be retained to provide 

Terrain Stability Field Assessments. 
C. Will “gentle terrain over steep terrain” be logged? C. Yes, 2 blocks are proposed in gentle over steep.  
D. What is the extent and rate of proposed harvesting? D. The amount to be harvested amounts to approx. 6 % of the 

watershed over the next 10 years. 
E. Will special measures be taken with regards to logging or 

road building? 
E. Not in addition to PIR’s standard operating procedures 

which are designed to limit sediment production and other 
impacts to stream channels. 
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7. FIRST APPROXIMATION MONITORING DECISIONS 
A. Given the natural hydrologic and geomorphic processes in 

the watershed, issues associated with aquatic resources, and 
effects of past forest harvesting, what is the potential for the 
planned forestry activities to affect aquatic resources? 

 Induced mass wasting associated with gentle over steep. 

B. What specific water or aquatic habitat parameters could be 
influenced by the planned forestry activities? 

 Bedload or suspended sediments. 

C. Given the natural processes in this watershed, is it possible to 
measure changes in these parameters? 

 No 

D. Is it reasonable to develop a monitoring strategy at the site or 
watershed level? 

 Yes 

E. What techniques or equipment could be used to measure the 
parameters? 

 Historical air photos documentation of air photos. 
Monitoring at the site level - repeat sediment source 
mapping of the steep terrain below the 2 blocks in the 
gentle over steep –  pre-harvest and annually for 5 years. 
Then assess the situation. 
 

 
8. DEVELOPMENT OF A MONITORING PLAN 
A. Is it necessary to follow a series of steps in developing an 

effective and successful plan? (e.g., Wilford 2003)   
Reference – Wilford, D.J. 2003.  Monitoring – some perspectives for 
success.  Streamline 7(2): 5-7.) 

A. Yes. The steps will be followed if this watershed is 
selected for a monitoring project. 
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